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A clever writer has told of the hardships
of a P*ir who wooed on a bicycle built for two,
anj afterward tried to live on a salary built for

\

You will say it can't be done, but it can.
They simply didn't know the way to ('anal Street.
This table would have started them on their journey by the highroad of Economy. It must be a
slender income that can not afford such furniture.
1,l
To find a table which is as linn as u rock is
not always easy, even at a higher price. The
(fy&f
%!H m jr
t0)) jlere ja two inches thick and of solid oak.
The pedestal base is massive and handsomely carved. There are branching
colonial legs.
No element of value is denied the purchaser, yet the price can go anywhere
on its own recognizance.
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THIS

REVIEW PUBLISHING CO.,
a corporation organized under the laws
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
and consisting of one hundred of the
leading Catholic clergymen of New

OFFICERS :

President, Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
D. D., Worcester, Mass.
died recently, after nearly twenty-five
Vice-Presidents : Very R»v. John B. yearsof very successful
missionary labor.
Barry, Y. G., P. R., Rev. James
Miss Catherine B. Barry, sister of
O'Doherty, P. R., Rev. Edward McSweeny, Rev. James Coyle, Rev. the Very Rev. J. E. Barry, vicar-general
Thomas Broderick, Rev. Daniel O'Sul- of the diocese of Manchester, died Oct.
livan, P. R., Rev. Thomas Smyth.
31, in Concord, N. H., and was buried at
Treasurer, Rev. John O'Brien.
Calvary Cemetery, Boston.
Clekk, Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell.
Directors: Right Rev. Monsignor Griffin,
The Little Sisters of the Poor in St.
D. D.; Right Rev. Monsignor Magennis, Louis, Mo., have secured property for a
P. R.; Rev. John J. Lyons, Rev. Denis second home for the aged in that city, a
O'Callaghan, D. D; Rev. John O'Brien, well known family having given the
Rev. Philip J. O'Donnell, Rev. William
money to purchase the land.
P. McQuaid, Rev. Denis J. O'Farrell,
Rev. JohnM. Mulcahy.
The mission at the P.oston Cathedral
Managing Director, Rev. John O'Brien.
closed Nov. 4. It is estimated that
about 8,000 persons attended the serSubscriptions must bepaid in advance.
vices of the mission. The Dominican
Yearly Subscription
Two Dollars Fathers who gave it will open another
Single Copies
Five Cents
in St. Cecilia's Church at the Back Bay,
The cost of subscription may be reNov. 11.
duced by paying from two to four years
in advance,as follows:
Rev. Allan McDonnell, S. J., of St.
Two Tears
Ult. oo Mary's Church, North End, celebrated
Three Tears
4.00 last week the fiftieth anniversary of his
foor Years
S.OO
entrance intoreligious life, lie was born
Club rates:
in Prince Edward Island about seventyFive copies to one address for a year 7.50
years ago, and entered the Jesuit
five
Ten copies to one address for a year 1 a.50
order
when twenty-five years of age.
Printed rates sent
?

?

upon application.
GeneralAdvertising, 20 cents per line,

agate.

Bishop Janssen of Belleville has
bought Glen-Addie, a large tract of
land, ten miles, from Lebanon, 111.,
with a fine mansion built by Colonel
Morrison, who was noted in the Black
Hawk War. Bishop Janssen intends to
establish there a Catholic college for
boys.

Send money by check, post-office order
or registered letter; not in bills.
Send all money and address all com
munications to the
Review Publishing Co.,
194 Washington St.,
Boston, Mass.
Advertising Manages, Charles E. PutThe Rev. Louis M. Wilde, pastor of
nam, 194 Washington St. Boston.
St. Joseph's Church, Hinsdale, N. H.,
Kntereil as second-class matter In the Boston
has been transferred to St. Peter's
Post Office, Dec. I,IBBS.
Church, North Walpole, of which the
Saturday, Nov. 10, 1900. late Rev. John J. Holahan was pastor.
Father Wilde is succeeded in Hinsdale
by the Rev. Denis C. Ling of East ManECCLESIASTICAL ITEMS.
chester.

Corrigan, of New York t
consecrated last week the new ground in
Calvary Cemetery, Laurel Hill, L. I.
Archbishop

The fine new building connected with
St. Mary's Infant Asylum, Dorchester,
is approaching completion. It is to be
devoted exclusively to the use of the
little ones. The Ladies' Aid Society

The annual retreat of tbe Carmelite
nuns, Roxbury, beean Nov. 4, conducted
held its monthly meeting at the Asylum,
by the Rev. JamesConway, S. J.
Nov. 4, and arrangements were made
The sixtieth anniversary of the first for the usual Christmas tree festivities.
foundation in this country of the Sisters
During the week ending Nov. 3, S
of Notre Dame dc Namur occurred Oct. girls
and 5 boys were received into St.
31.
Mary's Infant Asylum, Dorchester;
The Forty Hours' Devotion will take 5 children were discharged, leaving 94
place next week in St. Joseph's Church, under the care of the institution. The
Haverhill, and St. Charles' Church, Sisters gratefully acknowledge the following contributions to the building
Woburn.
: Rev. J. J. Frawley, C. SS. R., and
fund
Rev.
died
O'Neill,
The
Peter
who
Rev.
P. Smyth, P. R., $100 each ;
Hugh
recently in New Orleans, was a Lazarist Father who
labored in that Rev. William P. McQuaid, $50.

The finest polisher?shine is brighter, lasts longer, never burns
red?does not stain the hands?most durable and economical.
ALSO IN PASTE FORM?"SUN PASTE STOVE POLISH."

archdiocese of Boston, and has already Denis O'Callaghan, D. D., permanent
received the degrees of baccalaureate rector of St. Augustine's ; and tbe
and licentiate at the University. He is sermon was preached by the Rev. L.
a Fellow of that institution, and an inS. Walsh, supervisor of the parochial
structor of apologetics for the past three schools in the archdiocese of Boston.
years.
The new chapel will accommodateabout
We acknowledge
thanks
in- 600 persons.

with
an
vitation to be present at the celebration Under the patronage of Cardinal
of the centenary of the foundation of Richard, archbishop of Paris, an archthe Society of the Sacred Heart, Wedconfraternity of prayer for the convernesday, Nov. 21, at the Academy of the sion of England has been established in
Sacred Heart, Massachusetts avenue, that city at the church of St. Sulpice.
Boston. There will be a solemn high
Mass at 9 a. m., reception at 11, and
The Sisters of Mt. Carmel will, on
Monday and Tuesday, Nov. 26 and 27,
Benediction at 4 p. m.
By the will of John Gallagher,recently celebrate the tenth anniversary of their
coming to Boston. On the first menfiled in Chicago, St. Mary's Training
tioned date Archbishop Williams will
School for Boys at Feehanville and St.
Mass at the convent on Mt.
celebrate
girls
reJoseph's Orphan Asylum for
Pleasant avenue, and on the day followceive $20,000 each. Other beneficiaries
were St. Vincent's Foundling Asylum, ing, Vicar-General Byrne will offer a
solemn Mass of requiem for deceased
the mother superior of the House of the
benefactors.
Services will be at 9 a m.
Good Shepherd, the Little Sisters of the
Poor, the missions for Indians and both days.
negroes of North America, the Society
In an address by Cardinal Moran of
for Care of Irish Immigrants, Castle Sydney at the opening of the recently
Garden, New York, and the Holy Fam- held Australasian Catholic Congress in
ily parish.
that city, referring to the Church in the
During the week ending Nov. 1, 18 United States he said: " This, the
children
7 boys and 11 girls
were youngest of the great nations of Chrisreceived into the Home for Destitute tendom, has during the present century
Now
Catholic Children; 0 boys and 11 girls advanced with giant strides.
were placed in families ; 6 boys and 9 in this flourishing state the Catholic
Church has held her own ; I should pergirls were restored to relatives. Remainhaps have said that bright and brilliant
Nov.
1
191
children.
ing in the Home
The following subscriptions have been in the United States above most other
received for the week : Mr. Berry, $25 ; countries has been her onward course."
Friend, $2 ; Friend, $1. Donations of
Brother Jude, superior of the House
money, clothing, stores or any articles
of the Angel Guardian, Roxbury, obuseful to the children or in the Home
served on last Wednesday his silver
are respectfully solicited.
jubilee as a Brother of Charity. In
St. Monica's Chapel, South Boston, 1874, at the age of twenty-three, he refor the use of those parishioners of St. nounced the world, and, after a proAugustine's Church who live in the bationary trial in the orderat Montreal,
neighborhood of Andrews square, was he received the religious habit Nov. 4,
dedicated and blessed by Archbishop 1874, and pronounced his temporary
Williams, Nov. 4. Solemn High Mass vows Nov. 7, 1875. Soon after he was
was sung by the Rev. T. H. Shahan of sent by his superior to the House of the
Maiden, with the Rev. M. J. Doody, Angel Guardian, where, after several
chancellor of the diocese, deacon ; the years, he was made superior. A beautiRev. T. J. Mahoney of the Gate of ful bust, cast from Samuel J. Kitson's
Heaven Church, South Boston, sub- great statue, Christ, the Light of the
deacon, and the Rev. M. 0. Gilbride of World," was presented to him by a
St. Augustine's, master of ceremonies. friend, on the observance of his silver
A brief address was made by the Rev. jubilee.

diction.
Db. B. F. Dc Costa of New York City
has been engaged to deliver five lectures
at the Catholic Winter School, New
Orleans, this season. The subjects are
1. "America Historic, Social and Relig-

:

candidate, there is also demanded from
him a defence of the book which he has
written. Father Aiken's book is entitled "The Dhamma of Gotama, the
Bhudda and the Gospel of Jesus the
Christ." Father Aiken is a priest of the

?

?

...

:

"

Hypatia Shoes
FOR WOMEN.

had

city for thirty-one years.
An event of great interest in the life
At St. Patrick's Cathedral, New York, of the Catholic University is the pres
a triduum will be held on Nov. 13,14 and entation of a candidate for the Doctor15 in honor of St. John Baptist Dc La ate. The Rev. Charles F. Aiken, S.T.L.,
Salle, founder of the Christian Brothers. of Boston, having completed the necessary preparation, is to present himself
Miss Emma F. Carey has contributed
for examinationfor the degree of Doctor
fifty dollars towards defraying the ex- of Sacred Theology. This examination
penses incurred by the "Salas Catolicas"
take place on Nov. 27 and 28. It is
committee in entertaining the Cuban will
of a public character, and will occupy
teachers last summer.
three hours of each day. Prominent
The golden jubilee of the sodality of theological professors will be invited
the Blessed Virgin connected with St. from various seminaries to form, with
Patrick's Church, Philadelphia, began the faculty of theology, the corps of examiners. Besides the seventy-five theses
Nov. 4. A cablegram wasreceived, conveying the Holy Father's apostolic bene- in theological science presented by the

:

November 10, 1900.

ious ";

Is owned and published by the

England.

2. "The Scriptures"; .'!. "Egypt
and the Age of the Great Pyramid ";
4. "Pharaohs of the Oppression and Exodus"; 5, "Cairo, the City of the Arabian Nights."
Mrs. Mary O'Connell of New York,
who died recently, gave three sons to
the Jesuit Order. Two are now dead,
the other is professor in the juniorate at
Frederick, Md.
Bisitoi' Mayer, of St. Joseph's Missionary Society, Mill Hill, England,
auxiliary to the archbishop of Madras,

2

No need for us to say more than that they
are the best shoe in Boston at Three Dollars a
pair they are made from a good quality of
material, in all the newest styles and shapes.
Their increasing sales better attest their popularity than any words we can say. If you
have never worn a pair, a word to the wise is
sufficient?give them atrial.
?

Three Dollars.
JORDAN, MARSH & CO.
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The continued hostility of the
Are the Boers Boers still in arms has delayed the
Getting
home-coming of Lord Roberts,
Stronger?
whose departure from South Afcampaign,
with
all
political
The
rica was fixed as to take place
is
at
hurly-burly,
over
its din and
HoEwlectihoneWent. last, with the result that William early in October, at which time the war was expected
McKinley, the republican candi- to be a thing of the past. But the war is by no means
date, has been re-elected to the presidency of the over yet, and Lord Roberts still sojourns among the
United States. Despite the excitement incident to kopjes and the veldts, though there was a rumor this
week that he was about toreturn, leaving the command
this quadrennial revolution, the voting on last Tueslawof the army to Kitchener. The amazing show of hoson
the
and
by
peaceful
whole,
day was marked,
abiding conditions. Denver was an exception to the tility which the Boers have given lately seems to have
rule, two men being killed there during a clash between been timed to coincide with President Kruger's demembers of the police force and a posse of deputy parture for Europe, so as to influence the European
sheriffs. Rows occurred also in Philadelphia. As we powers in their favor. Some writersfrom tbe scene of
go to press it is too early to give definitely the vote for hostilities, who can not be accused of favoring the
both candidates, but the indications are that McKin- Boers, assert that the position of the British forces in
ley's majority surpasses that by which he defeated South Africa is decidedly worse than when they first
Bryan at the last presidential election. The Massa- occupied Pretoria in June. The fact that the Boers
be atchusetts state ticket elected is as follows : Governor, no longer have an important fixed position to
W. Murray Crane of Dalton Lieutenant-Governor, tacked has, it is pointed out, left them free to indulge
John L. Bates of Boston Secretary of State, William in the roving warfare which they are prosecuting with
M. Olin of Boston; State Treasurer, Edward S. Brad- considerable success. The British no longer have any
Auditor, Henry E. Turner of definite objective for heavy operations and are as far
ford of Springfield
Maiden Attorney-General, Hosea M. Knowlton of as ever from acquiring equal nimblenesswith the Boers
at scattered fighting. The burghers, it is declared, are
New Bedford.
The Cuban constitutional conven- now masters of the country in the western Transvaal
all the keys to the
Opening of the tion met in the Marti Theatre, around Vryburg. They also hold
Havana, last Monday. Long be- southern Free State and haverepeatedly held the main
Cuban
Constitutional
fore the time set for the opening railway from Pretoria to Cape Town, above the Orange
Convention. of the session the theatre was River. They have compelled the small British garricrowded. Many thousands were unable to gain ad- sons at Reddersburg and Ventersburg to surrender.
mittance, and the streets in the neighborhood were They took the arms and supplies, but liberated those
them to feed.
blocked with people. General Wood and his staff, who surrendered, not wishing to have
accompanied by General Fitzhugh Lee and his staff, This unbroken list of successes has had a natural seall the commandos.
were received with applause, the band playing quel in increasing the activity of
Delarey are
"America." Sefior Cisneros and General Rivera es- The net result is that Botha, Dc Wet and
four months ago.
were
they
strong
he
as
as
and
almost
all
corted General Wood to the platform,
immediately opened the convention. In few words he
We have so progressed in the
outlined the business which the convention was called
An Ocean Liner construction of floating palaceß,
to accomplish, viz., to frame and adopt a constitution
Damaged.
which for strength and resisting
for Cuba, and to formulate what, in the opinion of the
power may well be styled floating
delegates, should be the relations between their native fortresses, that the element of danger seems to be encountry and the United States. " When you have tirely eliminated from ocean voyaging. And yet those
done this," said the Governor-General, " the govern- " who go down to the sea in ships " get an unpleasant
ment of the United States will doubtless take such reminder, occasionally, of the frailty of the works of
action on its part as shall lead to a final and authori- man as far as ship construction goes. The passengers
tative agreement between the people of the two in the steamship " St. Paul" of the American line, for
countries to the promotion of their common in- example, which arrived at New York Sunday from
terests." He further spoke briefly of the distinc- Southampton and Cherbourg, twenty-four hours late,
tion between true representative government and a with her starboard propeller gone and her enginedictatorship, and told the delegates that under the room badly damaged, no doubt realize the truth of
order pursuant to which they had been elected and the above reflections, for on Wednesday evening of
convened they had no duty and no authority to take last week, while some of the saloon passengers were
Your
part in the present government of the island.
still at dinner, others promenading andstill others had
powers," he said, " are strictly limited by the terms retired to their staterooms, a sudden shock was felt
of that order." Sefior Llorente, justiceof the Supreme all over the ship, though it was not sufficiently severe
Court, was chosen president of the convention,and to cause a panic. The engines were stopped in a few
Sefior Villuendo secretary. The following oath was seconds after the shock, but it is stated that during
administered to the delegates "We, delegates elected that brief time the whirling machinery, free of the
by the people of Cuba to the national constitutional weight of the propeller, wrought havoc in the engineconvention, swear faithfully to fulfil the duties of our
room.
office. We publicly and solemnly renounce allegiance
In his story, " Captains Couragto or compact made with any state or nation, whether Fishing Schooner eous," the scene of which is laid
made directly or indirectly, swearing to the sovereignty
principally among the Gloucester
Sunk.
fishermen, Rudyard Kipling vivof the free and independent people of Cuba and
swearing to respect the solution this convention may idly depicts the danger which exists for fishing
adopt, as well as the government established by the schooners, of being run down by ocean greyhounds.
constitution."
That this danger is not a mere matter of fiction, but
the
has
approved
Victoria
Queen
one of stern, and sometimes tragic, reality, is shown
appointment of Lord Salisbury as quite often in the columns of the daily press. The
The New
British Cabinet. premier and Lord Privy Seal; the most recent instance of the kind is that of the fishing
Marquis of Lansdowne as Secre- schooner, " Mary Musquita," which was run down
Affairs; William St. John and sunk off Gloucester by the Cunard liner " SaxForeign
tary of State for
Brodrick as Secretary of State for War; the Earl of onia," out of Boston, on Oct. 27, the day of her deSelborne as First Lord of the Admiralty, and S. T. parture from this port. One member of the fishing
Ac- schooner's crew was drowned. The Cunarder was not
Ritchie as Secretary of State for Home Affairs.
J.
Gos- damaged. One of the " Saxonia's" passengers makes
George
appointments,
cording to this list of
Salisehen, the First Lord of the Admiralty in Lord has the statement that the Cunarder was proceeding at
Ridley,who
White
Matthew
reduced speed in the fog, and blowing the whistle,
cabinet,
last
Sir
bury's
Viscount
Affairs,
Home
and
when about 6 o'clock in the evening the lookout man
been Secretary of State for
dropped in reported a sail ahead. The engines were stopped, but
have
been
Seal,
Privy
Lord
Cross, who was
appoint- the steamer's way carried her into the " Mary Musthe formation of the new cabinet. The new
said, but, with quita," making a big opening amidship and flooding
is
it
enthusiasm,
excite
ments do not
they are the schooner. By this time all the "Saxonia's" pasthe exception of that of Lord Lansdowne
regarded as an sengers were on deck. The scene was one of great
irpnerallv annroved. Mr. Ritchie is
commotion, while appalling shouts proceeded from the
schooner, whose crew, however, worked vigorously
and got out two boats. Into these fifteen of the crew
scrambled and put off from thefast sinking vessel. At
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the sea was smooth. Twenty minutes later a dory
with ten men and a life-boat of tbe
" Saxonia " with five, four of whom had been rescued
from a sinking dory and the other of whom had fallen
into the sea and narrowly escaped drowning. All the
men are Portuguese.
Since the days when the PurLo, the Poor Indian! itans first fell on their knees
and then fell on the Indians,
the aborigines have been pretty steadily cheated by
their white civilizers. Benevolent assimilation never
has seemed to work well with- the red men, save as
they assimilated the white men's vices (which quickly
killed them), and the white men assimilated the Indians' lands. Even now,with all the surplus civilization that is lying around so loose in the United States
that we have to give it away to people in the Philippines (force them, in fact, to take it), the Indian seems
to be unable to get his share. And occasionally some
conscientious man gets up and asks that the Indian
be protected from the rapacity of strenuous apostles
of the Anglo-Saxon gospel of "to have and to hold."
Such a man seems to be Indian Agent Shoenfell, hi
charge of the Union agency, whose jurisdiction comprises the five civilized tribes, who protests in his annual report against unlawful occupation of the Indian
lands, and urges rigid Congressional legislation to protect the nation's charges against the encroachment of
aggressive and grasping whites. Of 2,000 complaints
tiled by Indians of his agency in the past fiscal
year, a large majority were against white men who in
the past had intruded themselves upon the Indians,
and had gained their confidence to a sufficient degree
to secure possession of their prospective allotments,
and after having secured possession refused either to
pay rent or to vacate, thus preventing the Indians
from receiving any rents or profits therefrom. Many
of the Indians are too poor to institute suit for possession, and therefore are left helpless.
A monument to thelatePresident
came alongside

Loubet and
Carnot of France was unveiled in
the Catholics. Lyons, last Sunday, by the present head of the nation, M. Lou.
bet. No disorders marred the ceremony, although the
socialist committee had posted bills calling upon their
followers to make the demonstration in protest against
the Chamber of Commerce, which is regarded by them
as clerical and reactionary. An address was presented
to the President by the Cardinal Archbishop of Lyons,
replying to which M. Loubet asserted that the French
government was not the enemy of any religious worship or belief whatsoever. He advocated a mutual
understanding between the government on the one
hand and French Catholics on the other, of this fact.
Doubts may well be cast on the sincerity of Loubet's
words by recent actions of government officials. Unfairness to Catholics was certainly their most salient
point.

Queen Marie Amelie of Portugal, last week, saved,
it is said, a fisherman named Catalao from drowning
at Cascaes, fifteen miles west of Lisbon, where the
royal family is staying. The fisherman, so the story
goes, had just landed the Queen from a rowboat and
was turning around when the boat capsized and he
was thrown into the water. Her Majesty, who is a
good swimmer, plunged into the sea and reached
Catalao, who was sinking. With the assistance of two
fishermen she brought him ashore, when it was found
that one of his legs was broken. He was taken to the
royal residence, where the Queen is superintending
his care.
Marconi's system of wireless telegraphy had a
successful experiment, last Saturday night, from the
mail boat " Princess Clementine" while Bhe was
steaming from Ostend to Dover. The first demonstration of the working of the system was made
when the steamer was actually passing the mast
erected on the land at La Panne, between Ostend
and Dunkirk. Constant messages were sent to and
fro at the rate of twenty words a minute until Dover,

which is sixty-one miles distant, was reached.
Bresci, the murderer of King Humbert of Italy,
has a brother who is a lieutenant in the Italian army.
The lieutenant has offered his resignation, but the
present king, Victor Emmanuel, has declined to accept
it, and has appointed the lieutenant to the command
of a fort on the Austrian frontier as a mark of confidence, and has given him permission to change his
name.
Among the unconfirmed rumors of the week was
one stating that Aguinaldo, the Filipino leader, was
the moment of the collision the " Saxonia " lowered really shot dead, as reported some timeago, but that
three life-boatsand scattered life-belts. Fortunately, it was to be kept quiet for political reasons.
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EdWitCoharslcSay.
Just Like Other Communities.
»
" We think the fact can not be too much emphasized," says Father O'Reilly in Our Parish Calendar,
"that in Lawrence there is no excuse for any Catholic
young man or woman looking over the fence into the
non-Catholic field for desirable matrimonial subjects."
?

?

?

Leo's Wise Policy.
The Western Watchman tells us that Russia has permitted all Catholic priests in the empire to visit Rome
during the present Holy Year. "This," says our esteemed contemporary, "does not seem much of a concession to us, but it marks a new era in the relations
of the Vatican with St. Petersburg. The wise policy
of Leo XIIL is bearing fruit."
».
?
What Catholics Demand.
The Pittsburg Observer strikes the correct note in the
following editorial paragraph: "Catholic citizens do
not ask favors from any administration or any political party. They ask only their Constitutional rights
equal treatment before the law and no discrimination against them on account of their religion. Against
anyone denying them justice, they will not hesitate
to protest and to contend."
?
9
?

.

?

and may be bartering away to hustling Yankees the
rights of pure-souled English contractors. This much
is certain. The American is already on the spotready
for all sort of work in South Africa, 'having,' as one
annoyed journal puts it, ' fitted up the Soudan
throughout.' "
»
* »
Brains Are Not Contagious.
The Pilot tells about J. B. Clayton, an Englishman
who died the other day, leaving a will by the terms of
which he bequeathed $750,000 to his two daughters
with the proviso that either of them should lose her
legacy if before reaching the age of thirty-live she
should marry an American or a Jew. " We can understand," comments our esteemed contemporary,
" why the old gentleman may have been prejudiced
against Jews perhaps he was attached to hogs ; but
what had he against Americans? It is true, they are
possessed of brains and are remarkably intelligent,
but brains are not contagious, or if they are, it is

:

evident that he was immune."

*

»

*

Tbe Hall of Fame for the Native Born.
Some weeks back we quoted the opinion of the Republic that Archbishop Hughes of New York had at
least as good a right to a niche in the Hall of Fame as
Henry Ward Beecher, and the inference was that the
Archbishop was passed over because he was a Catholic.
The Catholic Transcript reminds us, however, that only
native-born citizens of the United States are eligible
for mention in the Hall of Fame, and Archbishop
Hughes was born in Ireland. " But it is rumored,"
says the Transcript, "that the Hall is to have an annex
for such men as Hamilton, Hughes and others who
came from abroad to prove to us that we have no
monopoly of human greatness."

The Month of the Poor Souls.
"During the month of November, specially dedicated
to therelief of the souls in purgatory," says the Catholic Telegraph, " let us keep constantly before our
minds the Golden Rule, 'Do unto others as you would
have others do unto you.' When we are enduring the
pains of the cleansing fires, we certainly would desire
* ? ?
that others should assist us to shorten our suffering. The Modern Babylon.
Let us, therefore, pray earnestly by word and deed in
Commenting on the amount of drunkenness and
order to gain merits to be applied to the poor suffering immorality in England the Republic says : " England
goes about the world hypocritically professing a desire
souls in purgatory." »
»
?
to introduce the blessings of Christian civilization into
Another Bogus "Ex-Priest."
alien lands and to lift alien races out of the mire of
"Another ex-priest,'John Rannie, has been receivHer ministers go out to those peoples
barbarism.
ing attention from various newspapers, and incidentwith the Bible in one hand and beer and real estate
ally from good people who look upon him as a brand
commissions in the other. Wherever the conquering
from the burning," says the Catholic Record. "From
of England's poweris felt there will be found a
force
all accounts he neversaw the inside of a Catholic col- new market for beer and spirits. The natives will be
lege, but has been a swindler and a jail-bird. But
robbed of their lands, compelled to accept a foreign
whatever he is he will find that the business is not so yoke and subjected to the degrading influence of
profitable as of yore. The ex-priest lecture, which is
drink. There is more barbarism practiced, more imgenerally a mass of festering putrescence, is rather too morality, more
crime and degradation in London in
strong for the average Protestant."
than
be found among the savage tribes
day
one
could
?
?
?
of Africa and the East in a year before the Union Jack
Duty ot Catholic Citizens.
This piece of advice from the Denver Catholic wUI be was hoisted over their domains."
?
?
somewhat latefor the presidential election, but there Put Not Your Trust*In Printers.
are other elections to come for which it may serve:
It should hardly be necessary to warn Catholics
Catholic citizens should not remain merely negative against putting too much trust in the sensationalrein the duties which they owe their country, their reports on matters affecting the Church which are served
ligion and their God. They should take an active part up occasionally by the daily papers. The Aye Maria
in all that concerns the honor of God and country. has this editorial reflection upon the unreliability of
They should be ever in readiness to support all measnewspapers iv general : "It is foolish to place overures that are taken for public welfare and defense. much confidence in the average newspaper, whose parThey should foster and promote the best interests of tizan spirit is as plain as its political cast. And it is
government and state, and zealously work for all that unfair to hold people responsible for what the papers
contributes to the order of public tranquility."
say about them, or make them say. According to
?
?
?
Ward ?we refer to the illustrious Artemus editors
Rampant Ruffianism.
are not required to be more virtuous than other peoThe thin veneer of civilization is easily rubbed off by ple?readers, for instance. And he says that some
'
the friction of election time or other times of popular fancy
and imagination to enchain the public eye ' is a
canvass,
During
political
just
closed,
the
agitation.
necessary qualificationin those who write for newspathere were a number of instances of this. The Catholic pers.
Some time ago one of the New York journals
Unionand limes makes this pertinent comment: "A published a long interview with Cardinal Rampolla,
large share of ruffianism?both college-bred and slum- every
word of which was fictitious. We happen to
reared? has presented a sorry spectacle in divers know positively that his Eminence said nothing of
places during this campaign. Such hoodlum exhibiwhat was attributed to him. Reader, beware of the
tions should be promptly suppressed by all self-re- newspaper, especially when a political campaign is
specting citizens, irrespective of political affiliation. on."

'

"

?

They are a disgrace to the American people and to our

boasted spirit of fair play."
?

?

A Rift In the Lute, Maybe.

?

If we Americans keep on doing what the Weekly
Freeman of Dublin describes below, perhaps our English cousins will not be so willing to fraternize with us
as they have been for the past year or two. Says our
Irish contemporary : " It is quite comical to note the
indignant comments in the English papers on American enterprise, as it is beginning to show itself in
South Africa. It will not be forgotten that when constructive work was to be done in the Soudan the
Yankee got right there, to the disgust of the English
contractors. The Atbarra Bridge was to be put up.
English contractors would have taken many months
to do the job ; an American firm came along with an
offer to have the bridge ready and on board ship in
six weeks and did it. Now it is remembered that
the gentleman who was responsible for the unpatriotic
proceeding of giving to an American firm what could
be done by an English firm in a much longer time and
at greater expense, is on the staff of Lord Roberts,
?

?

* *
French Canadian Towns Prosperous.
Last week we printed the tribute to the French Canadians paid by Gilbert Parker, the novelist, and now
we give from the Northwest Review of Winnipeg a few
words in the same strain. Somebody having compared unfavorably the French town of St. Boniface
with that of Winnipeg, the Northwest Review made
answer " Even were it true that St. Boniface is behind Winnipeg in prosperity, this would constitute no
better argument in favor of the superiority of the
English-speaking race than is afforded by thericher
portions of every city. St. Boniface is practically a
suburb of Winnipeg, and outlying suburbs, even in a
homogeneous city, are often poorer than the fashionable quarters. But, in point ofreal prosperity, neither
St. Boniface nor the other French-Canadian settlements of Manitoba are one whit behind the more
showy towns of the province. The basis of true prosperity is contentment conjoined with solvency, not
extravagant luxury that does not pay its debts. Several English-speakingmunicipalities of Manitobahave
gone bankrupt. No French-Canadian municipality

:
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has. The municipal affairs of St. Boniface are, we
venture to say, in as good shape as those of Winnipeg.
As to ' the influence of the clerics,' the exact contrary
is the truth. If there is one thing that retards the
progress of the saintly city,' it is the too free use of
intoxicating drink by some of its citizens, and against
this crying evil the voice of the clergy has ever been
raised in solemn warning."

'

* Needs.
Another Expression *of Catholic
This is how the Catholic Unity idea appeals to the
Ca'holic Mirror: "It is not proportionate representation in legislative halls that we need it is not an equal
share in the distribution of salaried offices. We want
ami demand the removal of all disability arising from
sectarian bigotry and hate, whether in the minds of
the leaders of one party or the bosses of another. We
protest against discrimination exercised against any
Catholic as a Catholic. The securing of our rights,
civil and religious, whenever it shall be seen that we
are denied them, will lie within the province of a Catholic federation of the citizens of the country."
*

;

«

*

Sweet Marie I

*

The New Century gives it as its opinion that Marie
Corelli's latest literary freak " is a good example of
the present craze for teaching everything by means of
the novel. The amateur theologian, like Mrs. Humphrey Ward the amateur philosopher, like Mr. James
Lane Allen, and a number of others insist that their
mission is to teach instead of to make life more unendurable by the exercise of their gift of story telling.
Marie Corelli is, of all living writers, the most incapable of teaching anything. She writes in a glare of red
fire. She lives in a world of her own creation. She
knows less of life than Ouida, and she has all the contortions of that literary sibyl, without any of her
genius."

;

*

?

?

Yellow Journalism Again.
"There appeared in one of our dailies on Oct. 24,"
says the CatholicPropagator, of New Orleans, " a column
article, headed Murder Mystery Solved,' with subbeading of a nature to arouse curiosity in regard to
matters not mentionablein these columns. Then followed all the details of a dastanlly crime, absolutely
revolting. No young man not a saint could have read
it without danger to his morals ; think of our young
women having such nasty stuff placed before them.
The evil is the worse because the medium through
which this vile literaturereached our Catholic families
has the reputation of being a clean paper. Such is
our vaunted liberty of the press. From day to day
our young people read every smallest detail of crimes
and criminals, and the worse the crime and the blacker
the criminal the more notoriety they get, the more
catchy the headlines. The owners and managers of
papers who cater to the lowest instincts of man by the
relation of such detail as in the article referred to,
should be disciplined by decent public opinion. One
can easily conceive the likely tenor of schoolboys'
conversation after devouring such literature before

'

breakfast."

#

,

#

Workman's Guilds In Germany.
From the Monitor and New Era of London we learn
about a most important pastoral letter recently issued
by the archbishops and bishops of northern Germany,
devoted almost entirely to the consideration of workpeople's union and guilds, in which was urged upon
the clergy the desirability of their doing all in their
power to further the creation of such societies. Great
weight is laid upon the importance to the Church
generally of Catholic working men's guilds, and the
principles upon which they can be authorized and
should be managed are laid down. The pastoral is
signed by Cardinal Kopp, prince-bishop of Breslau,

the archbishops of Freiburg and Cologne, and ten
bishops of other important sees. In old days the
Catholic guilds of Germany played a most important
part in the social development of the people ; many of
them in a modified form survive to this day. Though
modern tradeunions claim to fulfil the functions of the
old guilds, the difference between the ancient and the
modern unionismis too marked to make any such claim
other than ludicrous. The old guilds werefriendly societies of both masters and men, banded together for the
promotion of the interests of their tradeand of their
native city, for the protection of the poor, and for
the glory of the Church. No divergence between the
interests of master and man was dreamt of, and no
one who could not show the record of a clean life as a
son of the Church, and as a proficient in his trade, was
admitted to membership. The designations apprentice' and ' journeyman ' had then an exact and actual
meaning. What do they usually mean nowadays
beyond conveying an idea that the individuals to
whom they are applied have followed a trade for an
uncertain period, perhaps with as much inclination
for absorbing what they are shown as a sieve has for
carrying water?"

'
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EditoralNotes.
and Their Bibles " is the heading of
an article in the Congregationalist. Among the bibles
pictured is that of Mrs. Alice Gordon Gulick. Mrs.
Gulick is a great man indeed.

" Great Men

Francis McCullagh, correspondent of the Chicago
Record, reports, according to the Congregationalist," the
fight put up against the Boxers by the besieged
Roman Catholics in the Peitang cathedral in the city
of Pekin as the gamest fight of the whole revolt of the
past three months."

Our esteemed Protestant contemporaries in the
United States every once in a while have something
to say about the alleged exodus of Catholic priests
from the Church to Protestantism; and this, despite the fact that the French Protestant churches,
knowing very well the kind of people these "weeds
from the Pope's garden " are, look upon them with
extreme suspicion.
We are greatly surprised to see a Catholic contemporary heading a list of the "newest books " for the
present time with that most sensational work which
has won the very unenviable notoriety of a place on
the Index,? "lining up there with Zola," as somebody
has forcibly said. Of course there was "an oversight,"
but such oversights are very much to be regretted.
Why people wish to read the book is a mystery, but
since the unwholesomecuriosity does exist, or may be
aroused, it is surely best to give no chance for its
exercise through Catholic columns.
Booker T. Washington, the negro educator :?
"It is little trouble to find girls who can locate
Pekin or the Desert of Sahara on an artificial globe,
hut seldom can you find one who can locate on an actual dinner-table the proper place for the carvingknife and fork or the meat and vegetables."
Says

Mr. Washington is speaking of colored girls here,
but his remarks apply equally well to white girls.
Cookery is as important as culture, and a table set
properly is as much a work of art, in its way, as a well
written essay on Greek mythology.

Parker and his strong anti-slavery sentiments, Mr. nearest to the truth. We think he is almost at the root
Butterworth said he was, in a sense, " the Las Casas of the matter when he says that a cause may be found
of North America."
for it in the fact that people are growing up all around
us who do not know that profanity is forbidden by laws
Because continental Europeans admire President
divine, as well as laws human. He pays tribute to the
Kruger of the Transvaal so much and show
of the Catholic Church in enforcing reverence in
work
their admiration so openly, the people of Great
speech, by the following paragraph, in which he refers
Britain are decidedly irritated. Yet, as the London
to us as " Roman brethren." The Society of the Holy
Spectator suggests
we are glad to say, has not only hundreds, (as
Name,
worry
"Why in the world should they
themselves
he asserts) but thousands, of members :?
over Continental receptions to Mr. Kruger? Every
people," goes on that staunchly government but sen"In this connection, it is gratifying to know that our
sible sheet, "sets up foreign heroes for itself, the
Roman brethren have formed a society against proEnglish more especially claiming that liberty. They
fanity' under the name of The Society of the Holy
were wild with enthusiasm for Kossuth when official
Name,' and that it has a membership of many hunand popular Austria both thought him a demon; and
dreds pledged to speak reverently of the Deity and of
were ready to set up a statue to Jeff Davis, who Mr.
all the holy things that bear His imprint."
Gladstone thought had 'made a nation,'at a time when
The Review, through the medium of its " Future
northern Americans considered lie ought to be hanged.
Men and Women," department, has for years been
Nothing will be doneforKruger anywhere which will
instilling into its youthful readers the necessity of
compare with the wild welcome given by London to
clean thought and speech, and the " League of the
Garibaldi,who was regarded by all Catholics as a sort
of anti-Christ, by all Continental Conservatives as a
Little Defenders of the Holy Name," founded by Uncle
dangerous revolutionary, and by all sovereigns except
Jack," has on its rolls thousands of boys and girls all
his own as a successful brigand.'"
over the country? and some, too, in distant lands
to defend the Holy Name from insult and to
pledged
Wanted : a Spinal Column.
keep
their
own lips from tbe defilement of evil
There is a mayor in Schenectady who needs a backspeaking.
bone and needs it badly? needs it as badly, in fact, as
Many nominal Catholics unfortunately give much
some of Schenectady's women needfeminine modesty,
by the use of profane language, but the Holy
scandal
to say nothing of the Christian virtue of charity. Last
societies
Name
are increasing in membership everyweek the police of that city, acting on several affidaand
behind
where,
them is the immense influence of
vits, ordered.the notorious Margaret Shepherd, who is
the
of
God.
We are glad to see our separated
Church
again on the warpath among gullible bigots, and who
recognizing
brethren
the Church's work in this
was delivering lectures in that city on the subject of
direction.
her alleged experiences, to discontinue her meetings
on the ground that immoral language was beingl used. ERRONEOUS NOTIONS ABOUT CONFESSION.
As soon as the message was delivered there was a
In a recent issue of the Nineteenth Century, Lady
precipitate scramble on the part of several hundred of Wimborne, who is
somewhat excited over the "Romanthe women present for the place of business of Mayor izing tendency of the Ritualists in England, particu"
John 11. White, while others went homefor re-inforce- larly
over theintroduction by the Ritualistic" priests"
ments. The Mayor was almost carried to the'eity
of the practice of private confession, goes out ofher way
hall by sheer weight of numbers. Another delegation to make false
statements aboutconfession and its influsought out Chief of Police Campbell and compelled_his
ence. While we thoroughly agree withLady Wimborne
attendance at the impromptu indignation meeting. that no branch of the English
Establishmenthas any
with right
The police court-room was packed to
to resort to the practice of confession, since no sohundreds of indignant women, who demanded to called priest of that
Establishment has the power
"
"
know by what right the lecture had been~stopped, of absolving repentant sinners,
we must correct her
together with the singing of hymns, reading of the mis-statements regarding
the confessional. She says:?

:

?

'

'

Here is a sentence to ponder on from the article in
officials were treated rather
our "Books and Current Thought " department this Bible and prayers. Both
in the scene that followed
several
times
shortly,
and
week, by Condi' B. Pallen :?
were waved in the air.
fans
and
bonnets
umbrellas,
"Above all, there is a great lesson for the modern
to pacify the crowd
attempted
up
Mayor
the
;
puffed
century,
world to learn for the nineteenth
Whenever
of "We mean to
cries
interrupted
by
with pride and vanity, imagines that organized charity
was
of women he
is its own particular and admirable creation. In truth,
see
whorules
this city! "
I"
"We
will
rights
have our
it has only imitated in a feeble anil cold way thework
Mayor
denunciation
of
the
and
Chief of
etc. Every
of St. Vincent dc Paul and his century. St. Vincent
long
loud
and
continued
Police was greeted with
is the father and founder of organized charity, and the
mealy-moutheil philanthropy of our day, which so
applause. Personal recriminations concerning the
loudly boasts its great deeds, has simply inherited
Chief of Police were made by a number of those presthe tradition of St. Vincent's work and tamely copied
ent, and for a time great excitementprevailed. After
it."
two hours of energetic speechmaking on the part of
paper
is
a
Protestant
tliampion,
which
The Catholic
the women, the mayor acceded to their wishes that
to
defend
it
itself
upon
name,
takes
with a Catholic
the lectures be permitted without police interference.
that
they
so
often
made
charge
against
the
the French
Fine types of womanhood these who would have the
one
exnumbers
as
would
in
such
unsavory Margaret Shepherd for a religious leader,
do not attend Mass
It
says:?
country.
and a fine type of a mayor who " crawfished " before
pect in a Catholic
has
our
who
contemporaries,
one
of
of
"The editor
a set of such Amazonian haters of Popery. SchenecFrance, complains that
this summer been traveling in
tady has our heartfelt sympathy.
mid-day services. We
the cathedrals are empty at the
they are not
venture to think that his conclusion that
THE CHURCH'S FIGHT AGAINST PROFANITY.
not be borne out
would
other
times
at
well attended
a
condition
of
spiritual
hy the facts. To judge of the
A correspondentof the Boston Iranscript had a compersons, in
French cathedral town hy the number of
munication recently on the growth of profane speakas wise as
summer, at the late service, would he about
hy
town
the number
ing among Americans, in which he said that there had
to judge of an English cathedral
show
on
the
communion
holy
the
come to him of late some things which " seem to
at the early celebration of
in
speech."
month."
reverence
the
lack
of
alarming
Sunday
in
an
last
VisitiDg
For example," he says, " shortly after the colleges
and
therS
l6
To a party
° Butterworth, opened
this fall a young chap who had been admitted
Mr. Hezekiah
Brook Farm, last Sunday,
to a small college at a distance wrote to his relatives:
on the personages who
hundred fellows here, and only ten
of this city, gave a brief talk
' There are three use
bygone exthe
with,
cuss words.' Even if the young
of
them
do
not
sympathized
participated in, or
which
the proportion just right, it is
thinking,'
got
had
not
freshman
high
periment in " plain living and
very many of his new associates
to
think
that
terrible
Orestes
to mention
had its scene there, not forgetting
had already become profane."
who, later, as com
T.
Hecker
A. Brownson and Isaac
Having noted several other instances of the use of
work for
verts to Catholicity, did noble
language, he asks several questions as to the
will not soon be for profane
Cathoiic truth, and whose names
cause, one of which,referring the increase of this habit
gotten by Cathoiic American.
to the lack of religious training, we consider to be the
when, speamng
made
was
reference
olic

of^W^P

"
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" It can not be necessary at this stage of the world's
history to urge the dangers and the perils of the confessional?the weakening of moral fibre in the character, the inevitable tendency to view sin as a matter
to be settled by the performance of a penance and by
a man-granted absolution, not to speak of the graver
but none the less certain dangers which have in every
country been connected with it."
In contradiction of what Lady Wimborne here says
we may, almost in her own words, answer that it
"

can not be necessary at this stage of the world's history " to advance any lengtky arguments. Every
good Catholic knows what confession is to him or her
?what a consolation, what a power against evil.
Numerous Protestant authoritiesmay be cited to show
that the idea which is held by Lady Wimborne and
her kind, regarding confession, is utterly erroneous.
The purity of theCatholic Irish, remarkable when compared with the Scotch, English, or any other Protestant
people, or even with that section of the Irish people
which is not Catholic, has been ascribed by no less an
authority than the historian Froude, who had no love
for the Church, to the influence of the confessional.
Aside from its divine establishment as a part of the
sacrament of penance, the need of the
confessional is
felt by religious people of all kinds. It is asserted of
the late Henry Drummond, who stands high among
Protestant evangelists, that he heard the confessions
of those who felt the need of laying bare
their souls
to somebody. We have no doubt that every
good
minister has had many experiences with people who
felt the lack in Protestantism of a confessional. We
are reminded in this connection of the words of a
Protestant paper, Christian at Work, some years ago, on
this very matter, which are diametrically opposed to
those of Lady Wimborne, and which show that that
good lady is not supported unanimously in her contention that " it can not be necessary at this stage of
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the world's history to urge the dangers and perils of
the'confessional." Before quoting these words let us
say that we grant" perils and dangers " in the practice of confessing to men like the Ritualistic ministers
of the Protestant Establishment, who, whatever their
good intentions, have not the training necessary to
perform this function of father confessor properly and
safely, are not bound by the laws with which the
Catholic Church has hedged about the sacredness and
secrecy of the tribunal of penance, and, above and
beyond all, have not the power given by Christ to the
apostles and their sucessors to forgive sin. The Christian at Work says:?

" There
means

is no question that the confessional as a
for relief to a sin-burdened soul has its advantage. It must be a great relief to one bearing the
burden of some peculiar sin, to be able to go into a
closet and there, through a small screen door, whisper
into the ear of the faithful priest the story of the sin,
and ask what he shall do. To be sure, there is the
feeling in Protestantism, 'Go and tell Jesus.' But
even here perplexity and doubt sweep over thesoul as
the questions arise: What must Ido ? What reparation must I make? The tempter assails me irresistibly
at times ; what shall I, what can I do? The agonized
cry often comes up from the troubled soul that seeks
relief, but in vain. We thus throw out the subject for
the consideration of those having interest in the matter. Of course many may say, 'Go and tell the minister.' But often the minister is the very last one to
whom one would confide the distressing secret. So far
as the Roman confessional is concerned, it is inseparable from the dogma of priestly absolution with which
it is connected. But it would undoubtedly be a great
source of comfort at times if some sin-burdened one
could find some judicious friend who could serve him
in this critical time of spiritual depression and conflict."

Christian character. In fact, the whole tenor of the
teaching of Christ and His apostles carries the idea
that the Christian life is a life of warfare a constant
struggle against the lust of the flesh, the lust of the
eye and the pride oflife.
We confess, we know of no more solemn and even
startling declarationthan that of the apostle St. Peter.
"Love not the world nor the things that are in the world;
if any man love the world the love of the Father is not
in him." What, not love the world with all its glories
with all its beautiful and attractive loveliness? Why,
it is the creation of God, and shall we not love the
?

?

works of God ?

But that is not what is meant by the

" world "as used in the New Testament. The apostle
goes on to describe what he means : " For all that is
in the world," he says, " is the concupiscence of the

flesh, and the concupiscence of the eyes and the pride
of life, which is not of the Father but is of the world."
And what does all this amount to? "The world
passeth away and the concupiscence thereof, but he
that doeth the will of God abideth forever." After
we have indulged the concupiscences to the full, and
lived only to eDJoy ourselves, the world with all its
pleasures passes away and we find that, like the
prodigal, we have been feeding on husks.
Who of us can say that he does not love the world
?if not absorbingly and exclusively, yet to such a
degree as to repress and keep down that devoted love

Father which is essential to the life of God in
the soul of man ? To govern one's self is said, sometimes, to be as difficult as, if not more difficult than,
to govern a nation. The clamors of passion are tremendous ; if yielded to they become irresistible, and
we become slaves of the devil.
SELF-DENIAL.
The true p6licy the highest wisdom lies in the
People, generally, do not like to practice self-denial. motto obsta principiis, stop the beginnings. Practice
the little matters of
They prefer self-indulgence. " Why," they ask, self-denial even in little things
"should we deny ourselves the good things of this temper in our daily intercourse with the world, and
life ? Why should we restrain the appetites and pas. even with our own family; temptations to bad
sions with which we have been endowed by our thoughts and irregular and unlawful desires, to exCreator? In a world full of pleasure why should we cessive indulgence in eating and drinking. This is a
not eDjoy ourselves to the full?" Ah, "to the full," world of trial. We are surrounded by temptations on
of the

?

?

?

there is the rub. There is such a thing as rational en- every hand, and it is only by the most careful watchjoyment of the pleasuresof sense, if people would only fulness and determined, courageous perseverance that
be content with that. But they will not be satisfied we can keep from falling into excess and soiling the
with rational enjoyment. The man who indulges his purity of our hearts and the rectitude of our inappetites and passions without restraint is like the tentions.
To aid us in this difficult work nothing is more imdaughter of the horseleech he is continually crying,
nothing more efficacious than the thought
"give, give!" The more he indulges the more does portant
his appetite increase, and he vainly imagines that his of God and eternity. We are living not for ourselves
not for this world, but for God and eternity. What
highest happiness consists in gratifying his desires to
the utmost limit. He could not make a greater mis- greater consolation can we have when we come to face
take.
death than the thought that we have, upon the whole,
All experience proves that the unlimited, unrestriven faithfully to keep these great thoughts in
strained indulgence of the appetites and passions lays mind and to act accordingly ; that, in fact, we have
the foundation for, and is often attended with, the not given loose rein to pride, to lust, to covetousness,
greatest misery, both physical and mental ?misery, in to ambition and to voluptuousliving, but that we have
this world, at least, without saying anything about restrained, and by the grace of God, conquered, the
the world to come.
evil tendencies of our corrupt nature, thus rendering
Where can you find, on the face of the earth, a more ourselves worthy of that welcome sentence of " good
faithful servant " at the great day of account.
wretched object than the drunkard the slave of ap- and
petite or the debauchee the slave of lust ? It does
not require the teaching of revelation to convince us CONSIDERATIONS ON CATHOLICISM
BY A PROTESTANT THEOLOGIAN.
that excessive indulgence is both unreasonable and
injurious.
cxv.
Dr. Hodges goes on to speak of Calvin's marriage.
On the other hand, it requires but little experience
to convince us that self-denial and a proper restraint This gives me occasion to say that Roman Catholics
of all the appetites and passions leads to the highest are exposed to the danger of being indiscriminate in
happiness?often to the most exquisitepleasure and their judgments of the Reformers' marriages. Of course
they must condemn as invalid the marriage of Cranmer,
satisfaction.
The man who has overcome a temptation to exces- and of Knox, since these were both priests. Latimer,
sive indulgence respects himself a thousand times and I think Ridley, never married. A good share of
more, and is infinitely happier than if he had indulged the elder companions of Luther who married were
his inclination. So that, merely on natural principles, priests. Catholics, of course, must regard Luther's
self-denial and self-restraint are vastly preferable to own marriage as doubly, trebly invalid and sacrilegious, as he was a priest, a monk, and his wife was a
free and unrestrained indulgence.
But for Christians thereis no alternative. The very nun. They will have a Christian satisfaction in being
object of Christianity is to elevate man, to make him able to salute Calvin's and Melanchthon's marriages
a new creature modeled after the great Exemplar Who as undoubtedly valid, as Calvin was only in minor orcame into the world not only to die for our sinß, but ders, and Melanchthon was not in any orders at all.
also to set us an example of what He would have us The later German Reformers, at least, were largely
to be. It does not require any extended argument to such as had only ordination from Luther, so that
prove that self-denial is an essential part of the their marriages were not barred by any law. Melander,
?

?

?

?

;

?
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who celebrated the bigamous nuptials of the Landgrave, kept his master in good heart by marrying
three wives, without divorcing any. Indeed, the reports of the Lutheran church Visitors show that Me-

lander had various imitators among the ministers of
the new religion. They were so exuberant in their
new liberty, that they did not know how to put a
term to it. We Calvinists may boast that, so far as I
know, no such scandals occurred among us. The
Lutheran ministers at last got more or less in a way of
exchanging wives, likeBedouin Arabs.
It is curious and amusing, that even the Lutheran
lawyers refused to own Luther's marriage as genuine,
or his children as legitimate. This naturally exasperated him greatly, but the jurists were inexorable.
Neither Church nor state, they declared, neither canon
nor civil law, knew anything of the marriage of a
priest. Had Luther died intestate, it would seem that
the law would have given his children nothing, even
in Protestant Saxony. Queen Elizabeth, too, although
she had to put up with married priests, never would
own them for married. We remember how once, having been handsomely entertained at Lambeth by Archbishop Parker, on taking leave she thanked him
warmly, and then, turning to Mrs. Parker, said, "And
as for you, Madam I may not call you. Mistress I will
not call you, but yet I do thank you."
I do not wish to be overhard upon poor Cranmer,who
had many excellent parts, of which I shall speak by
and by, not to say that the fire purifies all things. Yet
certainly this first Protestant primate does cut a figure
more droll than dignified in carrying his wife about in
a chest, before it was safe to own her. Once his prudence failed him, when the lady was turned the
wrong way, and had to scream out to save her life. As
this story is given by the dictionary of national biography, I suppose we may believe it.
As Protestants, of course, we all maintain that ministers may lawfully marry, as indeed the Catholic
Church owns of us, since she does not acknowledge
our orders. Nor are we likely to dispute that " marriage is the duty of most men," while from our point
of view we shall hardly object to saying that it is, with
us, the duty of most ministers. Yet it does sometimes seen as if Protestantism not only held marriage
as a sacrament, but as the chief sacrament. A Baptist
minister, as I remember, somewhat pathetically asks
if Protestantism imposes marriage on every minister
as an absolute obligation. He pleads that a poor fellow ought to have freedom, and that there is such a
thing as a providential call to a single life.
The Tablet lately had a little account which greatly
displeasesa correspondent of the Churchman, who calls
it malicious. I own 1 can not see the malice, but we
The Tablet can't be blamed, if we
ludicrous
give
exhibition,for wishing its
Protestants
a
readers also to enjoy it. We mustn't think to keep all
our funny things to ourselves.
The account is as follows. It is known that a certain number of French priests have lately left the
Catholic Church, and come into a rather vague relation to Protestantism. Of course we see nothing amiss
in this. Now Dr. Hugh Price Hughes, the London
Wesleyan, who seems almost zealous enough against
the Papists to fry them on St. Lawrence's gridiron, if
the law allowed, and whom I rather fancy (on rather
slender proof, to be sure) to be a sort of enterprising
Welsh Barnum, in scouring France for these new converts, had managed to lasso in nineteen of them, and
had brought them across the Channel to gladden the
eyes of the faithful. A solemn convocation was appointed in his chapel for the exhibition, at which the
nineteen neophytes were arrayed in a semicircle in
front of the pulpit, like a budding Sanhedrin, each immaculate in black coat and white choker. (N. B. I
have lately taken to white chokers myself, so that I
mean no disrespect). None of the gentlemen spoke
English, but as Dr. Hughes pointed out each one
(whether with a long stick, like a keeper at the zoo,
the 'lahlel seems uncertain) the gentleman thus honored rose and made his best bow and sat down again
and the Doctor passed on to the next.
Now this of itself is rather droll, but the climax of

can all

see the fun.
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the fun, to irreverent eyes, came when Dr. Hughes
assured the solicitous Wesleyans that they need have
no doubt of the soundness of all these conversions,
since eighteen of thenineteen had married post haste
on leaving their old Church, and the nineteenth was to
be marriedthe next week. This convinced the anxious
brethren that the whole company were in a justified
state, and they raised a Methodist le Deixm, or its
equivalent, accordingly. Now if all this wasn't very
funny, what was it ? I own that it tickles my risibles.
Dr. Hughes was far more dignified in his letter to the
Pope, the refusal to receive which I own that I resent
for all Protestants.
As Doctor Hodges says, Calvin married the widow
of a Baptist minister. Perhaps it would be safer to
say, of an Anabaptist minister. The elder fanatical
body has an undoubted historical connection with the
excellent modern denomination,but the modern is so
profoundly different that I think it may well disown
all spiritual identity. Yet I am willing to own that
" there was a soul of goodness in things evil " among

shows, when the Reformed wing of Protestantism says
" justification by faith alone," it hardiy means the
same thing as Luther. Wesley is not without considerable reason in using Solitidianismas very nearly
equivalent to Antinomianism. The question is whether
a reconciliation between Catholicism and the Reformed (which includes Methodists and Evangelical
to come
Anglicans, as well as Calvinists) is not likely
with
Lutheranism.
reconciliation
about sooner than a
I speak with diffidence, and I dare say not without
precommittal, but I shall still have occasion to revert

Religous Maxims.

Churc alendar.
C

Sunday, Nov. 11.
Twenty-third Sunday after Pentecost. Epistle,
Philippians iii. 17-21, iv. 1-8 ; gospel, St. Matthew ix.
18-2(1. In the gospel we have an account of the raising
to life of the ruler's daughter. When Jesus Christ
came into the house and saw the minstrels and the
noisy, disorderly crowd, He turned them out; and
entering the chamber of death accompanied simply
by the girl's parents He took the dead girl by the
hand and restored her alive to her parents. The respect with which Christ treats the dead is worthy of
our attention. His Church has always followed the
example of her Divine Founder in showing respect
and reverence for the bodies of her dead children.
This lifeless body is something more than a corpse ; it
is cold and motionless, to be sure, yet holy and beautiful in the mind of the Church. Its head has been
touched by the cleansing waters of Baptism and
anointed with holy chrism. Its tongue has touched
the Anabaptists.
the Body and Blood of Christ. The eyes, the ears
Doctor Hodges says that Calvin, at Geneva, had all
and hands, and all the senses, having been anointed
authority, ecclesiastical and civil. This hardly agrees
with holy oil, became, in a measure, sacred things.
with Dr. SchafFs account, and Dr. Schaff is a Switzer.
This body has been the temple of the Holy Ghost and
He denies, as I remember, that Calvin had any civil
is deserving of all reverence. This dead body, accordauthority. He could not even procure the change of
ing to St. Paul, is the seed which, having been buried,
Servetus' sentence from burning to beheading, alwill, in God's own good time, bud forth into a glorified
though he wished it. Of course, in so profoundly reand immortal body. We see, therefore, ample reason
ligious a state, the chief spiritual influence must infor the respect and reverence which the Church has
evitably have a great deal of indirect civil control, as
always shown for the dead bodies of her children.
the Pope has, however carefully guarded may be the
She surrounds them with burning lights ; she carries
limits of his temporal authority, or as our great
them in procession ; she sprinkles them with holy
denominationshave, which sometimes make it almost
water; she incenses them; even the very ground
a matter of course for their ministers, and indeed their
which is to receive this body has been blessed and has
members, to favor a particular party. Calvin's politibecome for ever a spot sacred to the dead. It is this
cal control, like Savonarola's, seems to have been inrespect and reverence for the dead bodies of her chilfluence, rather than jurisdiction.
dren which renders it impossible for the Church to
Doctor Hodges by no means defends the execution
approve of cremation. No doubt, the Church would
of Servetus. Yet he shows that law and opinion beiDg
permit cremation in certain cases, as during a pestias they then were, Servetus was just tbe man to bring
lence in which the health of the community might be
his own doom apon himself. It is much harder to
otherwise endangered. From the example of Jesus
justify Calvin's previousaction in officiously volunteerChrist and the teaching and practice of the Church
ing evidence to the Inquisition of Vienne, in the hope
we should learn to treat the bodies of the dead with
of having Servetus put to death there. Indeed, as the
great reverence. They are for a thousand reasons
Independent has shown, this action is wholly indefensithings. We ought not to assemble in the
sacred
ble. No wonder the Inquisition, in sheer contempt of
mourning for amusement or merriment, but
house
of
the superserviceable effort of a heretic to have a
prayer. If we accompany the body to its last
for
greater heretic condemned, set the Arian free.
resting-place, it ought to be with that gravity and
Dean Hodges rightly remarks that, rigid as was
decorum which the occasion demands. This lifeless
Calvin's rule and doctrine, it thut in a heart of no
body?the
masterpiece, however, of God's handiwork
small tenderness. The ladies of Geneva found him a
many times sacred by God's blessings and
?rendered
counsellor from whom they need not shrink. He may
have been sterner than Luther, but he was of a far
more delicateand of a purer nature. And notwithstanding the far greater outward unlikeness of his system to Catholicism, as compared with Luther's, I can
not but think that Calvinism, the child of a Latin, is
nearer to Catholicism than Lutheranism, the child of
a German. Like Catholicism, it freely owns the grace
of God, but does not allow it to swamp thelaw of God,
as Lutheranism so largely does. Antinomianism has
often broken out among Calvinists, but it has been
sternly repelled, while, unless I do Lutheranism very
great wrong, Antinomianism has been very much at
home in this, its native seat. Indeed, as John Wesley
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Sunday.
God reproached the Jews for not sighing after that
desirable land He had promised and prepared for
them ; what judgment does He not pass on our indescribableindifference to our heavenly country?
Jerusalem the Golden,
With milk and honey blest!
Beneath thy contemplation
Sink heart and voice opprest.
I know not, oh ! I know not
What joys await us there,
What radiancy of glory,
What bliss beyond compare
And when I fain would sing them
My spirit fails and faints,
And vainly would it image
The assembly of the saints.
Monday.
Dear Mystery of Glory ! why do we not call thee
to mind more often than we do? Surely we stand in
need of it. How weary we grow in well-doing ! What
a strange life is the spiritual life Of many things it
may be true that the first blow is half the battle ; who
will dare to say it is so with the spiritual life? Yet set
but the thought of heaven to fight with the sight of
earth, and we ourselves in our inmost souls shall have
peace to think of God.
Sometimes in dreams, I think I see
What longing eyes have sought in vain,
Something of what that land must be
That feels no sorrow, want, nor pain
These hills beneath November skies
Have caught the light of Paradise.
Tuesday.
Ages roll over that kingdom above thousands of
years come and go but they change not the life and
touch not the felicity which is there. The least vibration of vicissitude is unfelt in the peace of that eternal
harbor of spirits and souls.
That city knoweth nor sign nor trace
Of mutable land or sea.
Thou Who art changeless ! grant me a place
In that far city with Thee.
Wednesday.
Around our Lord in heaven there are, as St. John

;

!

;

;

;

calls it, an innumerable multitude of redeemed souls,

in a far higher state of purity and beauty than they
ever possessed on earth. And what is their attitude
before the most holy Trinity ? One of the most utter
abasement, though their men's minds are more like
angels' spirits, and their glad souls are annealed in
the fires of that strong Vision so that they shall never
break to all eternity.
Safe home, safe home in port !
Rent cordage, shattered deck,
Torn sails, provisions short,
And only not a wreck ;?
But oh ! the joy upon that shore
To tell our voyage perils o'er !
Thursday.
Well might St. Philip, as a vision faded from him,
the Church's ministrations deserves our respect say
that words could not tell the beauty of a soul that
and reverence.
has died in the state of grace. Think of the stains
that are washedout of it, of the marks of grace that
flonday, Nov. 12.
furrow
it, of the sacramental characters that are imSt. Martin, Pope and Martyr.
pressed upon it, of the lineaments of the soul of Jesus
Tuesday, Nov. 13.
that are reflected in it. Count up the imperfections
St. Diego.
and infirmities that are annihilated in it, or rather
that have bloomed into the opposite graces and perWednesday, Nov. 14.
fections.
St. Stanislaus Kostka.
The prize, the prize secure !
Thursday, Nov. 15.
The athlete nearly fell,
Bt. Gertrude.
Bore all he could endure,
And bore not always well;
Friday, Nov. 16.
St. Josaphat.
But he may smile at perils gone,
Who sets the victor garland on !
Saturday, Nov. 17.
Friday.
St. Gregory Thaumaturgus.
As the court exists for the king, so heaven
exists
for Jesus. It is eminently a kingdom of light; and
but
the
reason
in
justly
France,
in
main
he
finds its we are told that it needs neither sun nor
ilwant of agreement with the French character, whether luminate it, because the Lamb Himself i 8 the light
thereof.'
Christian or unchristian. And what he says of France
O Light in darkness! Joy in grief!
that
all
Latin
countries.
he says of
tne
He thinks
O heaven begun on earth !
Protestantism has not prevailed among them, simply
Jesus my Love, my Treasure who
because it did not suit them. And while he would
Can tell what Thou art worth ?
doubtless be interested in Protestant movements in Saturday.
Alas I how hard it is to tell even what
those countries, it would not be because he would
the Church
has told to us. In truth, the mystery of the
Holy
expect them ever to prevail, but because he believes Trinity
should be spoken of with tears rather than
that the Teutonic apprehensions of Christianity, even words.
We believe, yet we can not describe. We
?

to these comparative probabilities.
while the if viewed as heretical, are, like the ancient heresies,
Doctor Hodges distinctly apprehends that
fundamentally capable of large assimilation without a breach of the
is
Protestantism
races,
Gospel is for all
foolish disposi- Latin races with their Christian past.
Teutonic. He does not give in to the
He could, of
Christianity.
Chari.es C. Stakbuck.
tion to identify it with
Andover, Mass.
has
not prevailed
it
why
course, give this or that reason

moon'to

!

!

adore, yet we can never comprehend. We can liken
God only to God Himself. Yet at this moment, many
that we love, whose day, O happy they is done are
gazing with the delights of beatific awe
into
very depths, now in thrilling silence, now in those
loud

!

raptures of unearthly song.
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BOUGAUD'S HISTORY OF ST. VINCENT DE PAUL.
(History of St Vincent dc Paul, Founder of the Congregation of the M'ssion (Vincentlans) and ol the Sisters of
Charity, by MoDselgneai 1Bougaud, Bishop of I.aval. Translated from the seton I French edition by Key. .Joseph Brady,
C. M.)

REVIEWED

IIV CONDK E.
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I).

.

History has become so identified in the popular
mind with political movements, with the policies of
statesmen, the campaigns of armies, the course of
intrigues and the rise and fall of dynasties, always so

..

conspicuously occupying the public stage
that
the deeper sources of human events
the true
fountain-heads remain for the most part unseen
and unregarded. In the eyes of the general reader of
history, France in the seventeenth century is simply a
vast stage, whose mise-en-scene is made up of statesmen, politicians and courtiers busy with innumerable
Richelieu and
cross-purposes and intrigues ;
Mazarin, the king and the Court, play the chief parts,
surrounded by a host of less conspicuous characters,
who cluster around these greatest as satellites about
the larger planets. We read of plots and counterplots,
daring and far-reaching designs, the marches and
countermarches of armies, wars, civil and foreign,
alliances, and counteralliances,momentous treaties of
peace and compacts, civil strifes and contentions,
faction against faction, interest against interest bound
up on a large scale with civil and foreign policies,? all
these things crowding the stage and filling the mind's
eye like a vast and ever shifting panorama in the
proscenium of the age. And so habituated to the
glare and the intense color of the great scene, the
clamor, the glitter and variety of the noisy show do
we become, that we are apt to look upon the pageantry
of the times as the sum total and significance of their
story ; yet, all this is but the iridescence of the surface, the outer play of forces unseen and hidden in
the mighty deeps of existence where the real heart of
humanity pulses under the inspiration and direction
of these invisible powers, which escape the carnal eye
for the very reason that they are the essential sources
?

of

...

?

mankind'slife.

The vital elements are always secret ; and while we
trust only to the externalevidenceof outward actions,
we are liable to draw conclusions at variance with the
ultimate truth of the facts. History has so long dealt
with the mere superficialities of human existence, that
many of its most popular judgments are valueless in
the light of deeperresearch and that fuller knowledge
which comes from a clearer and more comprehensive
study of a class of facts generally ignored by the

popular historian.
The truth of thisreflection was never more forcibly
impressed upon our minds than by the reading of the
" History of St. Vincent dc Paul " by Bishop Bougaud.
The court of the French king and the great ministers
of the age, who so mightily shaped the destinies of

modern France, Richelieu, Mazarin, and the Grand
Monarque himself after them, so generally fill and
fascinate the historical imagination that all others sink
back into the dusk of obscurity, where they shine so
effulgently. It is with these conspicuous personages
that history chiefly deals, and in their secular glory
we lost sight of the higher radiance of greater than
the idols of popular imagination.
We speak especially of St. Vincent dc Paul, though
not of him only. Secular history but gives him scant
notice, and that begrudgingly. The great works which
he founded and established, greater and far outlasting
Richelieu's, more enduring and nobler, in proportion
as the eternal and spiritual excels the temporal and
the material, are dismissed by the common historian
in a few cold and brief lines. Yet in the work of Vincent dc Paul the noble glory of France has outlasted

the genius of its greatest statesman ; nay, more, where
the work of Richelieu and his successors has crumbled
away under the edacious tooth of time and the
vicissitudes of human things, that of St. Vincent dc
Paul grows, thrives and expands to the limits of the
world, ever green and flourishing with the dews of his
saintly virtues and heroism. The policy of the seventeenth century, which then raised France to the
supremacy of power and the pinnacle of earthly greatness, has, by reaction and its radical falseness, for it
was builded out of the ruins of the faith to the advantage of the Protestant powers, left her today an
isolated nation in Europe without an ally or friend
save the dubious amity of the Russian, as changeable
and notorious as that of ancient Carthage. France
in the seventeenth century laid thefoundation for the
material greatness of the Protestant nations in
politically espousing their cause and undermining the
Catholic nations. She is today reaping the fruits of
her sacrilege. The Protestant powers are her mortal

enemies, and the Catholic powers, weakened by her
policy in past ages, are not her friends.
Fortunate, or rather blessed, for France in the
seventeenth century, that God raised up an apostle
of charity like St. Vincent dc Paul, who should leaven
her interiorly with the grace of good works and sow
such an abundance of good grain where so much
cockle had been scattered by the enemy. It is only
just, in reading the history of the period, to consider
the great part played by St. Vincent dc Paul and to
judge it, not solely on political lines, but from a more
interior and profounder acquaintance with the life of
the times. This deeper and higher view of the life of the
seventeenth century we find most admirably displayed
in Bishop Bougaud's " History of St. Vincent dc
Paul." We learn, what secular history has always
kept from us, that the seventeenth century in France
was an age ofgreat apostolic fervor, of zeal for the cause
of religion,lecclesiastical reform, and what is generally
not realized at all, the planting and establishment,
under the inspiration and direction of Vincent dc
Paul, of the great organized systems of charity.
Modern philanthropy is but a feeble andcold imitation
of the great charitable foundations of the seventeenth
century. St. Vincent dc Paul conquered and occupied
the entire field of charity in his day, and his work,
developed and broadened by time, under the fostering
care of the Church, covers the entire face of the globe,
maturely organized and perfected. Indeed, Catholic
charity is equipped in all fields, and so accustomed are
we to see it and live amidst it, that we have long ago
ceased to wonder at it or give it that meed of admiration which deservedly belongs to it. Within the
Church today are vast armies of organized charities,
so well disciplined, so assiduously and harmoniously
carrying on their works, day in and day out, that,
like the movements of the heavens, we take it all as a
matter of course.
11.
St. Vincent was the instrument in the hands of God,
by which all this was accomplished, and this in the
seventeenth century and in France. Not Richelieu, nor
Mazarin, nor Louis XIV., but Vincent dc Paul is the
truly great figure of his times, the master-builder,
wh6se work was to endure through all ages to come ;
whose phalanxes of charity were to go forth to a universal conquest of the world. We have but to read
his history to realize the vast range of his designs, the
greatness of his charity. Cardinal Vaughan, in the
introduction to Monseigneur Bougaud's book, says of

him :?

" St. Vincent dc Paul dealt with the whole range of
human misery and suffering ?from the care of the
foundling to that of poverty-stricken old age. He organized women of the highest ranks of society, of the middle
class and even of the lower. He formed them into bands
and associations to deal with every form of destitution
and suffering. The Ladies of Charity and Sisters o
Charity were the most remarkabie among these. He
covered France with schools for the poor, and taught the
daughters of the rich and noble to abandon home and
pleasure to consecrate themselves to the education of
their less fortunate brethren. But even all this was not
enough for him, though it was the maximum for the socalled philanthropists. There was one step more, one
higher aim, namely, to care, to teach, to guard the immortal soul and bring it back to Him from Whom it
came To feed the body was good, to enlighten the mind
was better, but above and before everything else, in
the eyes of St. Vincent dc Paul, was to purify, to guard
to save the soul. Even from this height he looked higher
still, and saw clothed in the rags of the poor, the person
of his Lord and Master Jesus Christ. He used to say:
I must not judge poor people according to their exterior
or according as they speak, for often they are far from
what they seem. Let us judge them by the light of
faith, and we shall see in them the Son of God, Who
wished to be poor, Who in His Passion lost almost the
appearance of a man, Who appeared a fool to the Gentiles
and a stumbling-block to the Jews.' "
This was the spirit of St. Vincent dc Paul: the
perennial spring of charity in his ardent heart. In his
fellow men he saw Jesus Christ, and especially in the
poor. This spiritual temperament of the great saint
Bishop Bougaud brings out admirably. Indeed, this
is the very essence of his subject, the spiritual likeness of St. Vincent, and the manner in which St.
Vincent impressed that likeness upon his age, his
contemporaries, and even upon the generations coming after him. The pride, the vanity and the glory of
the French court met more than its counterpart in the
humility, the charity and the simplicity of St. Vincent
and his followers. The sins and follies of the times
no doubt found a vicarious atonement in the vast
charities and profound humilities of the hosts of St.

'

Vincent.
Withal, St. Vincent was of the very humblest origin,
peasant-born. Little is known of his infancy and boyhood. He, himself, gives no record,save to speak, in his
humility, of his lowly origin. He was born at Pouy,
an obscure village in the Department of Landes. His
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parents were simply pious peasants. Weknow nothing
of any indication of Vincent's future career. His
father, not without much frugal saving, sends him to
be educated for the priesthood. Early in his career,
by a strange adventure, he is captured by Mussulman
pirates and sold into captivity at Tunis. After two
years he escapes, and by chance goes to Rome; thence
he is sent on a mission to Paris with private letters to
Henry IV. There he meets the saintly M. Dc Berulle,
under whose direction he places himself, and under
whose advice he accepts the parish of Clichy in the
suburbs of Paris. Through this same M. Dc Berulle,
he becomes private tutor and chaplain in the famous
Dc Gondi family. After spending some years in the
Dc Gondi family, he severs his connection with them,
and accepts the charge of a remote and obscure parish
at Chatillon-Les-Dombes. He has now reached his
fortieth year without any striking indication of his
great calling. Up to this time he has always been the
simple priest, holy and humble, but giving no evidence of the great apostleship of charity, for which in
the designs of God he has been chosen.

At Chatillon-Les-Dombes, we see the beginnings of
his great ministry first budding from the fallow soil of
his wonderful humility. The event in which it first
manifested itself, is most interesting. Let us hear it
in the words of his historian :?

" One day, as the saint was vested to say Mass, Madame
Dc Chassaigne asked him to recommend to the charity of
the parishioners a poor family, all the members of which
were in a house half a league from Chatillou. He spoke
in this behalf with his usual earnestness and sympathy,
and in the afternoon he set out, accompanied by his
parishioners, to visit the atllicted people. As they went
along he was agreeably surprised to meet a number of
persons who had been moved by his words returning
from the house, whither they had brought assistance.
Behold,' he said,' noble, but ill-regulated charity. These
poor people provided with too much now, must allow
some to perish, and then they shall be in want just as
before.' He brought Madame Dc Chassaigne and Madame
dc Brie, pointed out the inconvenience of charity so illregulated, and asked them to assist him in bringing
I suggested to
together some piously inclined ladies.
them,' says the saint, to club together to do the needful
every day, not only for this poor family, hut for others
that might turn up in future. Behold,' he adds, ' the
beginning of the Association of Charity.' "

'

'

'

Here was the little seed, from which sprouted that
great tree of organized charity, whose branches now
spread over and shelter the world. It is characteristic
of the saint that he always began in a very small way,
and matured his great plans slowly and cautiously.
Indeed, it sometimes seemed that the undertakings
under his consideration would never come to realization, so long and so carefully was he accustomed to
ponder and weigh them. He generally allowed circumstances to develop them. No man ever showed
greater prudence or exercised a more deliberate circumspection in the founding of his institutions.
Though repeatedly urged to take action he was content to wait, until he saw time and place ripe for the
enterprise. When once launched no one could be
more zealous, active and persevering in bringing the
undertaking to a solid and successful conclusion.
At Chatillon-Les-Dombes we witness the founding
of the Association of the Ladies of Charity. Its range
in this little parish was of course purely local. But in
it we have the pattern and model, so fruitfully multiplied afterwards throughout all France, to be followed
by the world-wide association of the Sisters of Charity.
When St. Vincent again, at the repeated and urgent
solicitation of Madame dc Gondi, and under the advice of M. dc Berulle, accepted the post of chaplain
and tutor in that renowned family, the field for his
charitablework immensely widened, for this illustrious
and devout lady, Madame dc Gondi, with a zeal only
second to the charity of the saint himself, gave over
the numerous villages of the vast dc Gondi estates to
the untiring and inexhaustible ardor of St. Vincent.
The Associations of the Ladies of Charity were soon
multiplied throughout all the towns within the dc
Gondi jurisdiction. With the sanction of M. dc Gondi,
who was no less interested than his saintly wife, similar associations of men were established for the purpose of relieving the poor in an organized way. Here
was the beginning and model of the great St. Vincent
dc Paul Society now operating in all the kingdoms of
the earth. For, while the credit of the present foundation is to be given to Frederic Ozanam in the beginning of the nineteenth century, his work is, after
all, but a revival of St. Vincent's association of men.
Out of the saint's labors upon the dc Gondi estates,
grew the Congregation of the Missions. For in connec.
tion with the foundations of his associations of charity, St. Vincent realized the necessity of systematic
missions to the poor, and little by little, as time grew,
he developed his plans for the establishmentof a permanent congregation, whose work was to be missions
to the poor. At this time also he conceived the idea
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successfully found ecclesiastical seminaries, skilfully climes and under all conditions. Not only, however,
guard the clergy from the blighting doctrine of Jansenis there a lesson in the history of St. Vincent dc Paul
ism, which would have destroyed their zeal; let us wait for
the modern philanthropist, but for the modern
a few years more and we shall behold this humble priest
Catholic
as well, too many of whom, deceived by the
enter the Louvre, the palace of kings, take his seat in the
111.
Council of Conscience, become its president and use all glamour of the modern boast, fail to realize that real
St. Vincent was now fairly launched upon his great his influence to give to the Church holy bishops, without charity, and especially in its organized form, is of
vocation, and his labors of charity were growing to whom the reform of the clergy had been ephemeral and Catholic parentage and Catholic development. To read
MonseigneurBougaud's history of St. Vincent is simply
vast proportions. The establishment of the Sisters of the regeneration of France impossible."
to realize this, and to understand and appreciate this
Charity, first founded merely to assist the Ladies of
IV.
the duty of every intelligent Catholic. The
becomes
relations
with
member
of
the
Charity, finally took root and shape, soon to embrace
court,
In his
the
as a
and eclipse beyond all proportions the association, to Council of Conscience, St. Vincent showed the same place of St. Vincent in the history of the Church and
which it was first designed as a mere auxiliary. Al- wise circumspection and salutary prudence which the world is well set forth in the words of the Abbe
though the saint had now undertaken a work which characterized him in all his actions. And here was a Freppel, now bishop of Angers, in his panegyric of
would seem amply sufficient to occupy the time and particularly difficult duty to fulfill and trying ordeal the saint preached on the 19th of July, 1858
consume the energies of any dozen men for a lifetime, to face. He had here to encounter and combat these
" Now I maintain that St. Vincent dc Paul, in the
his zeal, enlightened by his wisdom, did not stop short very influences which had resulted so largely in the seventeenth century did for charity what, in the thirteenth,
here. More even than what he had already done was deterioration of the clergy. Political intrigues for the angelic doctor did for faith. He has been, if I may
required to bring his foundations to a happy and per- the appointment of unworthy persons to bishoprics use the expression which best conveys my idea he has
been the St. Thomas Aquinas of charity. It is the charmanent issue. Ecclesiastical government in France and benefices were uppermost and very effective in acteristic of his work,
tlje end of his mission. Yes, this
had been long subject to baneful political influences, court circles. Here St. Vincent met the evil at its man, so simple and so great, has been endowed
by God
and there were, in consequence, many abuses amongst fountain-head, and no one had experienced the disaswith the genius of organization, and, like St. Thomas
saint
the clergy calling for strenuous reform. The
trous results amongst these people more fully and Aquinas, has likewise bequeathed to the Christian world
his Summa, a magnificent Sun una the Sunima of his
clearly saw that the crowning of his work largely de- sadly than he. He therefore opposed it in the Counpended upon a clergy with whom the spiritual life and cil of Conscience with all the powers of his patience works. He gathered into his soul all that Catholic
devotedness had ever furnished, from which he might
the interests of the Church should be their first devo- and wisdom. His service here to the cause of ecclesilearn how to relieve suffering poverty; and completing
tion. The appointment of unworthy persons to bishastical reform was inestimable, and while he did not the heritage of the past by broader
views and new conoprics and benefices through political intrigues and in- succeed in altogether warding off bad appointments, ceptions,
he has transmitted to future generations that
fluences, had introduced a leaven of worldliness and he accomplished much towardsthe purification of the organization of charity which the Catholic Church
may
self-interests into the sanctuary, where, above all French episcopacy by his persistent courage and honjustly claim as one of her greatest glories in modern
of
religion
other places, an unselfish zeal for the cause
esty in fulfilling the duties of this singularly trying times. Behold what has been the providential mission
and the spiritual welfare of the flock should reign and position ; for more than once he had to withstand of this great man."
dominate. St. Vincent, whose vision seemed to pene- and combat powerful and revengeful influences. An
TOLLE LEGE.
trate all needs and whose wisdom seemed comprehen- humble priest, the son of a peasant, stood forth in
St. Louis, Mo.
«?«>
sive enough to meet them, keenly realized the neces- the Council of Conscience as the indomitable and insity of the reform of the clergy. Referring to this corruptible champion of ecclesiastical reform, and THE GALICIAN PEASANTS AND THE SAINTS.

of spiritual and material assistance to the galley slaves,
in which he was zealously encouraged and rewarded
by M. dc Gondi, who was then admiral of the fleets of
France.

:?

?

?

point, Monsignor Bougaud, entering into the mind of opposed with all the wisdom, prudence, tact and firm
the saint, says:?
heroism of a saint the unholy bartering of ecclesiastiwere
the
more
it
begiven,
missions
Indeed,
the more
cal offices. More than once he had to undergo severe
"
came evident that they were almost useless till the clergy humiliation and vicious insults in the performance of
were reformed. What good was it to wear themselves out this ungracious duty, in one instance being struck on
with fatigue in awakening the faith and virtue of the poor the forehead with a stool by an enraged duchess, the
country people, if they did not leave them in the hands of
appointment of whose unworthy son to a benefice the
pious and vigilant priests? Even when the people are
saint had unyieldingly refused.

confided to such pastors, how soon, alas! do the effects of
a mission disappear. What, then, if thefaithful, aroused
by the preaching of the missioners, found no support in
their cure, who was negligent, or perhaps worse? Now,
at that time there were too many such priests. The corruptions of morals of the fifteenth century, and the Protestant wars of the sixteenth, had by degrees destroyed
the schools founded in the Middle Ages for the education
of the clergy. Persons no longer took care to test their
vocation or prepare for ordination. To many the priesthood was only a profession, amere livelihood, which they
sought because it seemed easier and more secure than
others."
St. Vincent, whose heart was aflame with charity,
realized that in the reform of the clergy was perhaps
the greatest of all charities. The question was how to
find a remedy. To reform the unworthy, who already

desecrated the holy places by occupying them, was a
useless task. They held their positions through selfish
and worldly interests ; and were but barren rock to
the seed of reform. The Saint met the needs of his
time in this respect in a practical and consummately
wise way. A goodclergy must be educated and drilled
into the spiritual life. The way of reform, he clearly
saw, was through the educationof the coming generations of the clergy. Beginning, as was usual with his
prudence, in a small way, he established his celebrated
Tuesday conferences for the clergy and retreats for
the candidates for priesthood. As the fruits of this
work was to be seen, among others, M. Oilier, the
founder of St. Sulpice ; Armand dc Ranee, the reformer
the Church,
of La Trappe Fleury, the historian of
and Bossuet, who was one day to write to Pope Clement XL: " From our youth we have known that venerable priest, Vincent dc Paul, and it was at his pious
discourses we imbibed the true principles of Christian
of
piety and of ecclesiastical discipline remembrance
him, even now, is sweet." More than eighty bishops
and innumerable doctors were the fruits of that labor!
Says the saint's historian :

;

;

?

ordinands had
" These first years of the retreats for the
on the Church of France an influence hidden at first, but
the sacred
at the same time profound. They awakened
flame, and caused
tire of the priesthood, brightened its
at the MM
the greatest men not only no longer to blush
in them.
glory
to
ordination,
but
of priesthood and

institutions

But more permanent and widespread
important work.
were necessary to carry on this most
solution of the
to
the
St. Vincent turned his attention
as M. Oilier,
lines
same
the
on
working
problem, and
seminaries, for the edu-

the institutionof ecclesiastical
crowned th«workof
cation of the clergy, gloriouslyconcluding
his narrareform. Monsignor Bougaud,
of the reform of the
labor
in
behalf
tion of the saint's

:

clergy, says
the regenSt. Vincent did for
abl.sh
" But this was not all that We
seen
hims
have
eration of the priesthood.
Tuesday conferences,
the
ordinands,
the exercises for the
?

Y.
In the course of time St. Vincent's charitable organizations had grown to immensearmies. The Sisters
of Charity had developed into a vast organization not
only in France but in other states of Europe. The
Congregation of the Missions had spread to divers
parts of the continent, and undertaken heroic missions in Ireland, Scotland and the Barbary States in
Africa. Before his death St. Vincent had the happiness to see the little seed of charity, first planted at
Chatillon-Les-Dombes, grow into a great banyan tree
with its roots in almost every soil in Europe, and even
in Africa. To estimate the greatness of his work, one
must read his wonderful life in detail as set forth by
Monsignor Bougaud. Not only does the saint's historian depict for us a striking and beautiful picture of
his career and individuality, but gives us an insight
into his age and times in the breadth and depth of a
perspective, which secular history completely fails to
delineate and without which there can be no true
estimate of historical values. Where one is accustomed, in the reading of secular history, to witness
only large and sweeping reviews of the pageantry of
courts and armies, or else grows suffocated in an atmosphere of petty gossip and intrigue, of levity,
frivolity and vanity, with the meaner side of human
nature exposed to view in all its smallness and baseness, in Monsignor Bougaud's history of St. Vincent
we learn of those deeper and nobler currents, which
irrigated and enriched the France of the seventeenth
century. Therein we realize the courage, the devotion, the heroism, the sanctity of great armies of
men and women even in an age commonly supposed
to have been unreservedly given up to worldliness
and earthliness. Herein we learn that there was great
life in France besides that of the court, that humanity
was ennobled and enriched by heroic virtues, not only
in isolated cases, but in the example of numerous holy

Katharine Lee Bates, writing in the Boston Transcript, of Galicia in Spain, and commenting upon the
poverty of the people, says as a contrast:
" Yet Spain is far from unhappy. It is beautiful to
see out of what scant allowance of that which we call
well-being, may be evolved wisdom and joy, poetry
and religion. Where Spanish fife is most stripped of
material prosperity, it seems most to abound in suggestions of romance. This despised Galicia, the province of simpletons, is literary in its own way. The
hovel has no bookshelf, but the children's ears drink
In the northin the grandmother's croon.
western corner of Spain are many mountain-songs as
well as sea-songs. One etf the sweetest tells how the
blue-robed Virgin met a young shepherdess upon the
hills and was so pleased with the maiden's courtesy
that she straightway bore her thence to Paradise, not
forgetting, this tender Mary of Bethlehem, to lead the
flock safely back to-the sheepfold. The love of the
Galician peasantry for 'Our Lady' blends childlike
familiarity with impassioned devotion.
With
their saints these Spanish peasants seem almost on a
household footing, not afraid of a jest because so sure
of the love that underlies it."
?

...

. . .

?»
Cosmopolitan
for
The
November contains two articles
of special interest, both illustrated, the one on

:

"Thebes Her Ruins and Her Memories," the other on
the late tragedy at Galveston. The magnificent, marvellous ruins of ancientThebes are in startling contrast
to the huddled heaps of timber in the wrecked city of
our day. " Successful Personalities Sketched from
Real Life" should put courage into the hearts of
many young people who are struggling onward in
life's hard journey. The prize essay by Jack London,
on " What Communities Lose by the Competitive
System," which won the sum of $200 offered by the
Cosmopolitan last year, is published in this number.

The Rosary for November contains a ong illustrated
article on " Scodra Under the Crescent," Scodra being
the old name for Scutari. Margaret E. Jordan writes
of St. Rose's free home for incurable cancer patients,
men and women.
conducted by Sister Alphonsa, Rose Hawthorne
Above all, there is a great lesson for the modern
There is a sketch of Mrs. Mary A. Sadlier
Lathrop.
world to learn; for the nineteenth century, puffed up "America'soldest living Catholic
woman writer," as J.
with pride and vanity, imagines that organized charMenard affirms her " without doubt to be.
Gertrude
creation.
In
and
admirable
"
ity is its own particular
papers on the Congressional Library are contruth, it has only imitated in a feeble and cold way The
tinued, and there aresome stories and poems.
the work of St. Vincent dc Paul and his.'century. St.
of
organized
charity,
Vincent is the father and founder
and the mealy-mouthed philanthropy of our day,
We beg to acknowledge the receipt of " Jukeswhich so loudly boasts its great deeds, has simply Edwards. A Study in Education and Heredity," by
inherited the tradition of St. Vincent's work and A. E. Winship,
Lift. D., from R. L. Myers & Co., Hartamely copied it. If the modern philanthropist would
risburg, Pa.; and "Scouting for Washington," by
around
he
would
see
him,
and
look
stop
to
reflect
but
that great work of the seventeenth century saint green John Preston True, from Little, Brown & Co., a story
and living in the universally organized charities of the for boys, its scene laid at the time of the Revolution
entire globe, of 1775, and a story, too, that will give the boys
Catholic Church. It now embraces the
still goesforth flourishing and conquering in all pleasure.

and
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UNCLE JACK TALKS WITH
THE BOYS AND GIRLS
New Members L. D. H. N.
Russell F. Keehn, Winchester, Mass.
Margaret Donovan, Peterboro, N. H.
William Connery, Lynn, Mass.

-.

Programme for Chapters, L. D. H. N.
1. League Prayer.?For the opening of
meetings of Chapters of the League of the
Little Defenders of the Holy Name, approved for the purpose by the Very Rev.
Vicar-General of thearchdiocese of Boston.
In the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Ghost. Amen.
Look down with favor, O Lord, we pray
Thee, on Thy children here gathered together in the League of Thy Holy Name.
Make us faithful Catholics, loyal to the
Church and to our reverend pastors, and
active in all good works. Give us grace to
be obedient to our parents, to refrain from
quarreling and angry words, and especially
to avoid all cursing and swearing, and dishonoring Thy Holy Name. Bless all the
Chapters of our League, wherever they
may he, for the sake of Jesus Christ, Our
Lord. Amen.
'-'. Hymn.
:\. All members stand and repeat the

League promises.
4. Proposing and electing new mem-

bers.
">. Reports of committees and discussion
of plans of the Chapter.
?»
(i. Talk by a grown-up.
7. Music.
h. Uecitation by a Defender.
0. Chorus: "The Star-Spangled Banner."

Defenders' Promise.
I promise not to take the Holy Name in
vain by cursing or swearing or using bad
words.
I promise to use my influence to persuade
others to join with me in defending the
Holy Name from insult.
I promise to say to myself (not aloud)
whenever I hear any one
God's
Name be praised.

swear:

\u25a0

The League of Defenders of the Holy
Name is an association for boys and
girls who are working to put down the
common and wicked habit of swearing
and cursing. Any boy or girl who thinks
the habit a bad one and who is willing
to help towards doing away with it, may
become a member of the League of Defenders. All that is required of Defenders is that they shall copy the
League promise, sign it and send it to
Uncle Jack. Uncle Jack will enroll their
names among the Defenders of the Holy
Name, and he will also forward a membership card. Defenders must be careful to sign their full names and give
their addresses.
The Defender's cards are to be signed
and kept by the Defenders. They are

not to be returned to Uncle Jack. They
will serve as reminders of the work each
Defender has pledged himself to do.
Every boy and girl, no matter how
young, can help in the work of the
League if be or she wishes. Nobody is
so little he can't watch over his own
tongue ani keep it from slipping into
bad words, and even the very smallest
boy can say the League prayer, " God's
Name be praised," when he hears other
boys or men saying bad words. Taking
the Holy Name in vain is a very wicked
habit indeed, Uncle Jack is sure you'll
all agree. It is also the commonest of

everyday things. And Uncle Jack is
sure you'll also agreelthatwe ought to do
something about it, don't you? Well,
if you do, becomea Defender of the Holy
Name. In that way you may do a great
deal for the Holy Name. You see, if all
the boys and girls were to promise never
to fall into the habit, in a few years
there wouldn't be any more cursing and
swearing. Uncle Jack hopes every one
of his boys and girls will make a special
effort this month to bring in new members of the League. Show your card of
membership, or your badge if you have
one, to your playmates, and explain as
well as you can what Defenders are trying to do. Show it to your Sundayschool teacher and tell her about it. Perhaps she will help you to explain it to
the other children. But whatever you
do, do something for the Holy Name.

He held it there until the crowd of neighbors came and quieted the frightened
baby. Then he walked slowly away as if
praise and petting were of no account.
Wasn't he a fine animal? I'm sure Landseer would have painted him if he had
known him.
Well, dear Uncle Jack, I am afraid my
letter is already much too long, so I will
close with best wishes.
Your loving niece,
Cecilia Rochk.
Cecilia's dog story is very good indeed.
Uncle Jack hopes the other Future Men
and Women who know about clever
dogs will tell us about them. Dogs
seem quite human sometimes, don't
they ?
\u2666

Norwood, Mass., Oct. _5, lixxi.
Dear Uncle Jack:
As I had nothing to do tonight I thought
I would write to you.
\u25a0
I am in the fifth grade at school. My
Just a word about the Defenders' teacher's name is Miss O'Brien. My studbadges and Manuals. The badge is a ies are oral arithmetic, written arithmetic,
very pretty metal pin, a cross enameled language, geography, singing, spelling,
reading and writing.
in colors. The Manual is a pretty book1 am in the First Communion class in
let containing prayers, hymns and instructions for organizing and carrying Sunday-school. Father Troy is our pastor
and Father Stanton and
Golding
on a Chapter. These badges and Manare his assistants.
uals are blessed, and therefore can not
The books I have read are the I'rudy
be sold. They are too expensive to be stories, "The Rosebud Club,"the Blue
"
given away to every one who asks, as Fairy Book," Black Beauty," Longfel"
are the membership cards. A badge and low's poems, Whittier's poems, "Robinson
Manual will be given with each subscrip- Crusoe," "Arabian Nights," "Alice in
tion when the regular price for a year is Wonderland," "The Seven Little People,"
"Favorite Poems," Field's poems and a
sent directly to the Review.
few others.
I have been at school every day.
One of Uncle Jack's boys wants to
The trees I know by sight are the maple
know what are the duties of the secretary apple, pear, ash, elm, oak, nut, willow,
of a Chapter. The position of secretary cherry, peach, pine, cedar, wild pear and a
is a very responsible one always, and it few others.
is considered quite an honor to be elected
The birds I know by sight are the robin,
to the post. The secretary must attend sparrow, scarlet tanager, crow, snowbird,
every meeting and keep an account of yellow hammer, oriole, bluebird, catbird,
what occurs. He must mark the namts woodpecker, blue jay, parrot, pigeon and
canary.
of members present and absent. He
The trees look lovely now, for they are
must put down the names of new memcovered with pretty leaves.
bers and record any business brought
My little brother, Francis, who is two
up. This is called keeping the minutes. and_one-half years of age, went out-doors
He ought to have a note-book for this one frosty morning, hut the minute he got
special purpose. At the meeting he out he came in and told mamma that it was
should jot down the minutes on scraps cold out. Mamma told him to put his
of paper, and afterwards copy the report hands in his pockets and he wouldn't be
cold. But pretty soon he came in again
neatly in the book. A well-kept secreto
"Where will I put my face,
tary's book will always give a clear and and said her,
the
cold
is getting on that, too."
mamma;
complete history of the Chapter. The
I have some colored pencils and I like to
secretary must And out from the presidraw pictures, and colors the picture in the
dent when meetings are to be held, and magazines and fashion papers.
he must send word of the date to the
Hoping you will be pleased with this
other members. Another of the secreletter, I am
tary's duties is to send an account of
Your loving little niece,
Marion Dunn.
the Chapter's doings to Uncle Jack, and
that reminds Uncle Jack that a good
Uncle Jack is very much pleased inmany secretaries are remiss in their deed with Marion's letter. Francis must
duties. Uncle Jack hopes they will take be a tine little chap. Uncle Jack hopes
this hint and write him at once.
to hear more about him. Marion seems
to have made a good beginning in her
acquaintance with the out-doors world.
Cambridge, Mass., Oct. 23, I'JOO.
Dear Uncle Jack:
Which of the nut trees does she know ?
I see you ask your boys and girls to tell Can she identify any of the trees when
you about dogs and other clever animals they have taken off their fall dresses?
they haveknown, so I will tell you a story Some people
can tell trees by their shape
a lady told us about a dog and a little girl.
I think he was a hero dog. This lady invited us to spend Saturday afternoon with
her. She showed us scrapbooks full of
beautiful pictures by famous painters.
One book was full of pictures of animals by
an English artist named Landseer. He
loved dogs very much and painted a great
many pictures of them. We each one voted
upon the dog picture we liked best. We
didn't tell each other which we were going
to choose, and afterwards we found that
every one had chosen the one called
"Saved." Wasn't that funny. The lady
afterwards gave each one of us a little
photograph of the picture to keep. Itshows
a big shaggy dog on the beach with a little
If it's Babbitt's Best Soap, you're
girl lying in front of him. He has just
sure it's all a laundry soap can be.
the
waves.
The
lady
rescued her from
If it's Babbitt's ri776~|
Soap
told us a story about a dog that saved a
you've the greatest percentPowder,
baby from drowning in an odd way. The
age of soap, with the highest cleaning
dog's master lived on the side of a hill, tinand purifying qualities it's entirely
harmless and does the most work.
street sloping abruptly down to the water's
edge. One day a little girl who was taking
If it's Babbitt's Pure Potash
or Lye, you've the greatest necessary
care of her little sister turned to talk with
strength?it's
all a lye should be. Absoa schoolmate. The wind started the baby
lute uniformity.
carriage down the hill. The girls started
If it's Babbitt's Best Baking
after it. The dog started up, and seeing
Powder, you're sure of its safety,
the trouble, darted across lots and came out
purity,and surpassing leavening strength.
halfway down the hill. There he waited
JTsde by B. T. Babbitt, New York
and the baby carriage ran up against him.
?

.

?

Babbitt's
It's Best
?
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and bark, you know. Marion ought to
try for the prizes which Uncle Jack is
offering for the best outdoors letter.
Hasn't Marion been out with a nutting
party ? And can't she tell us all about
the things they saw ? Marion'has read; a
great many books for a little girl. Uncle
Jack is glad to see that she likes poetry.
He hopes she will begin to read the lives
of great men and women soon. Uncle
Jack is sure she will like Elbridge S.
Brooks' stories.
Uncle Jack.
New dinner sets, or matching- to the old
ones, are features in the advertisement of
Jones, McDuffee&Stratton, who announce
the addition of five new subjects to their
series of historical plates in AVedgwood old
blue.
s

The Cost of Setting Up a Home.
Our sociologists are beginning to recognize a factor in the field which is operating
strongly in favor of marriage. That is the
reduced price on household furniture,
which makes it comparatively easy to start
a home on a most moderate expenditure.
A good object lesson in this direction can
be gained by a walk through the warerooms
of any of our large furniture stores, notably
the Paine Furniture Warerooms on Canal
street. It is astonishing that, with the rise
of prices in all directions, furniture should
remain so low in cost.

Colleges and Academies.

Villanova College,
Delaware County, P«nn

by the Augnstmlan Kkilibik.
CONDUCTED
Location delightful. Courses thorough.
Terms moderate. Athletics of all kinds are
encouraged. Send for prospectus.
Rev. L. A. Delurej, O. S. A., President.

Mt. St. Mary's Academy,
Manchester, N. U.

SCHOOL for young
BOAKDINU
Please send for catalogue to

ladles

Tbe Mother Superior.

Notre Dame Academy,
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS.
Preparatory and advanced courses.
for circular address

THE SCPEBK.D

The University of Notre Dame,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
FULL COURSES IN CLASSICS, LETTERS, ECONOMICS AND HISTORY,
JOURNALISM, ART, SCIENCE, PHARMACY, LAW, CIVIL, MECHANICAL
and ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING,
ARCHITECTURE.
THOROUGH PREPARATORY and
COMMERCIAL COURSES.
ROOMS FREE to all students who have
compteted the studies required for admission into the Junior or Senior Year, of any
of the Collegiate Courses.
ROOMS TO RENT, moderate charge to
students over seventeen preparing for
Collegiate Courses.
A limited number of candidates for the
ecclesiastical state will be received at
HDfcinl r&fc^s
ST. EDWARD'S HALL, for boys under
13 years, is unique in the completeness of
its equipments.
The 57th Year will open SEPTEMBER
4th, lihmi. Catalogues Free. Address
REV. A. MORRISSBY, C.S.C., President.

St. Mary's Academy,
NOTRE DAME, INDIANA.
(One mile west of University of Notre
Dame.)
Conducted by the Sisters of the Holy
Cross. Chartered 185fi. Thorough English and Classical education. Regular Collegiate degrees.
In Preparatory Department students
carefully prepared for Collegiate course.
Physical and Chemical Laboratories well
equipped. Conservatory of Music and
Schoolof Art. Gymnasium under direction
of graduate of Boston Normal School of
Gymnastics. Catalogue free. Address

DIRECTRESS OF THE ACADEMY,

St. Mary's Academy, Notre Dame, Indiana.

Academy of the Assumption,
Wellesley Hills, Mass.

Academy, situated In the suburbs of
THIS
Boston, is onlya few mUes from the city.

It Is on tne line of the Boston and Albany
Railroad. The location is one of the most
healthful and picturesque In New England.
The grounds are extensive, affording ample
advantage for out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies Is thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the branches necessary for a refined education. For particulai s
as to terms for boarders or day pupils apply
to

Slater Superior.

Attached to the Academy is a preparatory
school for boys between the ages of o and 14.
The object of this school is to give such a general education as will fit pupus to enter college.
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(Elje ttaaoriafum for flfjß propagation of l\)t 3atflj.
ARCHDIOCESE OF BOSTON.

Otic*: 78 Union Park Street, Boston, Mass.

Diocesan Director: Rev. Joseph Y. Traoy, D. D.

»n the day of special commemoration of the deceased
members of the committee, or the Band to which he
belongs ; is. On the day of one's admittance to die
Association; 13. At the hour of death, by invoking, at
leaat in the heart, the sacred name of Jesus ; 14. The
favor of the Privileged Altar for every Mass said in
1. To recite for the above intention, formed once
far ail, the Our Father and Hail Mary of the morn- the name of an Associate for a deceased member.
lag .r evening prayers, adding the following invoca- Children who are members of the Association, but
tt.n St. Francis Xavier, prayfor us. 2. To give, have not made their First Communion, may gain the
[a alma for the missions, at least five cents monthly above Indulgences by performing some pious work
sr sixty cents a year. This offering is to be made appointed by their confessor.
threugh the regular organization of the Association.
11. Partial Indulgences. 1. Seven years and seven
quarantines every time an Associate performs, in aid
nun A xrrv A n*rmv
UKUAJSIIIAIIUJS.
the Society,any work of devotion or charity; a.
.of
In each community '?Bands" are'formed, each
day tvlry tinu an Associate assists at the
band consisting of ten or more persons. The Pro- JOO
Triduum on the 3rd of May and 3rd of December; j.
mater or Head of a band collects the offerings of its
4,-,
timt an A? ociate recites Our Father
?,
100
members and turns them over to the Parochial or and Hail Mary together with the invocation of St.
Diocesan Director, as the case may be. In many fra-d* Xavier
parishes the Promoters meet from time to time in
Ml these indulgences, both plenary and partial,
erder to report and to devise the best means to fur- ?. appiicabie t0 the oul, in Purgatory; and all have
ther the Associauon.
been approved of by his Grace, the Most Reverend
Archbishop.
ANNALS.
Letters from the missionariea of the Association EXTRAORDINARY ASSOCIATES.
published
every
an collected and
other month in the
Those who contribute $6.00 a year, thereby acAnnals, a copy of which is sent gratuitously to every quiring the right to receive for their own exclusive use
Mllector of ten contribution or Promoter, and he, or a copy of the Annals, s. Ail who contribute a sum
she, is expected to pass it around to the other mem- 0f money not less than $40.00 for the purpose of esbera in succession, after which it becomes his or her tablishinga permanent fund, thus becoming members
praperty.
in perpetuity. These may enjoy the above spiritual
favors and indulgences perpetually,provided that they
mmmrtr AT prinrQ
1 I
the other conditions prescribed to the Air«
_
_
''£L Association
£ f'-* has selected as times of special observe
The
prayer and thanksgiving:
The feaat of the Find- mmSkm
coolies
of [every age and of both sexes are adthe Holy Cross, May the jrd the anniversary m^m
Im offoundation,
membership, and all are earnestly exin da ;a. The feast of St Franns h
d.
u
h Mso tioa Thm ;, «-_,(?,- a
Xavier,December the Srd, patron of the Association.
Pro,e,t_nt
cele- denomination t0 o_,rib ?te h
On these two day.the Association has a Mas.
C
more than ten million
|of the propagation 0f their beliefs,
brated in every pariah in which the work 1a regularly ioßart
ergantsed.
We yt ?, e tlue faithi and we daU pra_. Tby kin _.
dom come; yet to the extent of how many dollars
BPIRITUAL FAVORS.
and cents yearly do we aid the coming of that kingi. Several thousand Masses are offered op every
year by the missionaries, for the intention of the liv- dom among heathen peoples? Our missioners, heroic
Ing and the deceased members of the Association, s. men, constantly tell of the marvelous results they
Summary of the Indulgences which may be gained by could effect, had they the means ; from whom must
all the Associates. F. Plenary Indulgences. 1. On these means come? In due proportion ? from us; in
the feast of the Finding of the Holy Cross, May 1 ; that proportion there rests upon us through the prova. On the feast of St. Francis Xavier, Dec. 3; 3. On idence 01 AlmightyGod, responsibility for the Church's
the feast of the Annunciation of the Blessed Virgin, more or less complete fulfilment in our time of its
March 15; 4. On the feast of the Assumption, Aug. mission to teach all nations. Whatever we give for
15 ;5. On any day within the octaves of the above this end is given to God, and will be returned unto us
feasts ;6. On the feast of the Epiphany, Jan. 6 7. a hundred-fold. "Give and it shall be given unto you
down and shaken together
On the feast of St. Michael, Sept. 19; 8. On all good measure and pressed
leasts of the Apostles; 9. Every month, on any two and runningover shall they give into your bosom."
38.)
days chosen by the Associates 10. Once a year, on (Luke vi.
the day of the general commemoration of all the dcForPromoter's blanks, tracts, or information about
ceased members of the Association ; 11. Once a year, the Association, apply to the Diocesan Director.

OBJXCT OP THE ASSOCIATION.
Te promote the evangelizing of non-Catholic peoplea by the prayers and contributions of the faithful.
CONDITIONS OF MEMBERSHIP.
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the Association are respect-

Parochial Directors and Secretaries of Branthes of
fully requested to send reports of meetings, appointments of new Promoters, and other
items of interest for the Associates to the Diocesan Director for publication in the
REVIEW. If the names of deceased Promoters are forwarded they will be printed, so
that tnexr souls may have the benefit of the prayers of all the members.

gain souls to Christ and the more completely sacrifice themselves. The lives
of these men are proof patent of the
divinelife within the Church and of that
attribute of holiness which must ever
characterize the kingdom founded by
the Saviour. That Catholics may know
of
these apostles of our own times, may
NEWS FROM THE BRANCHES.
give them prayers and sympathy, and
Church of the Most Precious Blood, Hyde be privileged to contribute to their
Park.
maintenance?this is the purpose of the
Pastor, Rev. James J. Chittick.
branches of the Associationfor the PropDirector, Rev. Francis H. Houston.
pagation of the Faith which have been,
Promoters, 7(1; members, 700.
or are being, established in the parishes
Organized 1899.
$21.85 of the diocese, under the authorization
Offerings, October,
0
0
0
of his Grace, the Most Reverend ArchNotre Dame dcs Victoires, Boston.
bishop. Therefore the strong hold
Pastor, Very Rev. O. Renaudier, S. M.
which the Association must needs take
Director, Rev. H. dc la Chapelle, S. M.
not alone on pious souls, but upon any
Promoters, 114; members, 1,520.
and every Catholic with a spark of living
Organized 1891).
Offerings, June-September, 1197.66 faith ; the achievement of its purpose is
000
absolutely essential to the fundamental
St- Peter's Church, Plymouth.
mission of Christianity ; "Going, teach
Buckley.
Pastor, Rev. John J.
all nations" is a commission never to
F.
Director, Rev. Andrew Haberstroh.
be relegated to a secondary place in the
Promoters, 19 ; members, 200.
Organized September, 1900.
Catholic interpretation of the Master's
$11.55 words.
Offerings, October,
000
These considerations were urged upon
Immaculate Conception Church, Salem.
the
Catholics of St. Catherine's parish,
"
Pastor, Rev. John D. Tierney.
Norwood, as a reason why they should
Director, Rev. Francis Walsh.
Promoters, 144; members, 1,500.
renew their interest in the local work of
Organized January, I'JOO.
the Association. Besides the former
Offerings, SeptemberOctober,slo2.so
Promoters who had remained faithful,
000
twenty other ladies and gentlemen volSouth
Boston.
Church,
Augustine's
StNOTICE. Promoters and other persons
whose names are printed in these columns
are apt to get begging letters in behalf of
various objects, from parties outside of the
Archdiocese. Prudence suggests that no
notice be taken of these appeals, unless they
have received the usual diocesan approbation
?

W

.

Pastor,Rev.DenisO'Callaghan,D.D.,P.R. unteered their charitableservices.

Director, Rev. M. C. (iilbride.
Hereafter the Association will be
Promoters, 110; members, 1,100.
joined with the League of the Blessed
Organized IS!',).
1
Sacrament, and the meeting will be
Offerings, September October,*! I><KJ
held regularly on the third Thursday of
each month.
__,
?

S

St. Catherine's Church, Norwood.
(Sunday, Oct. 28.)

The apostolicity of theChurch implies,
besides her uninterrupted historical descent from the apostles, the adoption of
their methods by her in propagating
Christianity. Hence today her missionaries men who, like the apostles, do
not bring the homes they are accustomed to with them into foreign lands,
but give up everything?home comforts
so
and home ways and home ambitions?
that they may the more successfully

:

DEATH OF AN

APOSTLE.

The Am Maria publishes the following
touching account of the sickness and
death ofBishop Pelvat, appointedbishop
of Nagpur, India, in 1892, and previously an earnest and successful missioner
in the country for twenty-two years :?
known that
" As soon as it became
dying.of
cholera,
Bishop
dear
our
.was
far from being panic-stricken, as is or-

j_,a

bt he

v

j r,w
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dinarily the case, the people flocked
around his residence (a single room).
At every window and door were seen
forms kneeling and weeping. The good
Bishop was conscious almost to the end.
Not a groan, not a sigh of pain, not a
murmur escaped his lips ; nor would he
make any effort to ease himself in his
sulf'erings. Only those who lead mortified lives can thus overcome themselves
when nature is so weak.
Precious in
the sight of the Lord is the death of His
saints,' and Bishop Pelvat was a saint.
He gave his life ' that not one of those
little ones should perish.' He was very
popular with all classes. His indomitable zeal was admired by all, and every
one that came in contact with him must
have felt the emanation of his sanctity.
The highest authorities here have sent
telegrams of sympathy to the clergy.
" The funeral was most solemn and
imposing. Government officers, people
of every rank
Europeans, Eurasians,
natives of all classes and creeds
showed their esteem and regard for our
saintly Bishop. Even Protestant ministers and the native rajahs came to the
burial. Every one loved him. What a
loss for our poor mission 1 The famine
was the cause of his death. But how
many orphans he has rescued ! How
many hardships he had endured ! It
would have moved any one to tears to
see the poor little famine boy who attended the Bishop to the end he was
the only one with him the night he was
seized with his last illness, and was
often his sole companion in long journeys fanning the corpse, his beads in
the other hand. He prayed as best he
could, bis tears falling into the coffin.
" The famine children and the Sisters
received the news only yesterday, the
roads are so bad. The rain has been
abundant. One would say the Bishop
obtained it for us from heaven. We
had only local showers before. On the
morning ofhis burial the sun was bright
and radiant; enhancing the solemnity
of the funeral. Beg the prayers of the
readers of the Aye Maria for the repose
of his soul."

'

?

?

?

?

INDIAN MISSIONS IN BRITISH
AMERICA.
In reading of the Canadian missionary, llishop Durieu, and his work among
the Indians, one gains a very good idea
of the careful and systematic way in

which these people have been grounded
in their new religion. For instance, at
certain meetings that were held among
them, lasting sometimes for three hours,
the Bishop would say to his dusky flock,
at the beginning of the session,"Mamook
lapiosh," by which they were given to
understand that they were to spend
some time in steady reflection on what
they had already heard in church in the
morning, so that they could render [an
account of it. Upon this, the Indians
would get into groups of three or four,

and help each other to remember what
they could of the sermon. They were
allowed about ten minutes for this, and
then theBishop would call on somebody
to tell him what had been discovered.
Sometimes the man addressed would
have but little to answer, and then the
others would help him, and the Bishop
would lend his aid, until the instruction
was fairly well repeated.
That there were among them some
very apt pupils we can judge by the account given of the chief, named Alexis,
who came from Cheam. Bishop Durieu
once told him that,as he was very much
fatigued, he would not be able to preach
the next morning, and therefore would
expect him to repeat, after Mass, the
sermon that he would hear the Bishop
himself preach that evening. The chief
crouched down at the Bishop's feet
throughout the sermon then, for fully
half an hour after all was over, and the
other Indians had gone from the church,
there he remained, his head resting in
his hands, as though absorbed in
thought. The next morning he repeated

;

Cough, Cough,
Night and day, until the strength is
entirely exhausted, and that dreaded
word '' Consumption" begins to be whispered among friends. That's a common
story, familiar to the people of every
town and village.
There's another story which ought to
be as widely known as the story of di»ease, anil that is the story of the cures
effected by the use of Dr. Pierces Golden
Medical Discovery. Bronchitis, asthma,
obstinate, deep-seated coughs, bleeding
of the lungs, and other forms of disease
which affect the respiratory organs, aro
permanentlycured by the use of Golden
Medical Discovery."
"Only for Dr. Pierces Golden Medical D_K
covery I think I would be in my grave to-day,"
writes Mr. Moses Miles, of Hilliard, TJ_ita Co.,
Wyoming. "1 had asthma so bad I could not
compelled to give up
sleep at night and waslungs
work. It affected my
so that I coughea

"

all the time, both night and day. My frienda
all thought I had consumption. My wife insisted on my trying Dr. Pierces Golden Medical
Discovery ? which I did. I have taken four
bottles and am now a well man, weighing 185
pounds, thanks to Dr. Pierces Golden Medical

Discovery."

Dr. Pierces Common Sense Medical
Adviser is sent free on receipt of stamp*
to pay expense of mailing only. Send 21
one-cent stamps for book in papercovers

or 31 stamps for cloth-bound. Address
Dr. R. Y. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

the entire sermon and gave much satisfaction thereby.
On another occasion, Bishop Durieu
had gone on a sick-call to Cheam, and
was asked by the Indians to address
them. Though not then able to use the
Chinook language with great ease, he
spokein that tonguefor fifteen or twenty
minutes. Alexis was present, and when
the discourse came to an end, he addressed the good missionary, saying
Now I am going to tell them what you
said, because they do not all understand
Chinook "; then he repeated everything,
and in the same order, too.
When the sermon was over, it was the
Bishop's custom to instruct his Hock on
some portion of Christian doctrine, and
here we see the pains and care he took,
so great that it is said that the Indians prepared for confession by hiui
always made their confessions in the
correct way, not wandering off into useless stories, as Indians would be apt to
do. The Bishop used to take each commandment and tell them how to accuse
themselves upon it. He would then
have them practice, each in his turn, all
the ceremonies, prayers and accusations,
tedious though the work was, and need-

:

"

?

ing much patience, day after day, in
camp after camp. In the same way he
prepared them in the manner of receiving Holy Communion. His people thus
had the ten commandments, the precepts of the Church, the duties of the
different states in life, clearly explained
to them ; and in the same way they
were taught prayers and hymns. Moreover, there were disputesto settle among
the Indians, and the missionary had to
act as j'udge, and settle cases as best he

could.

Bishop Durieu never failed to keep
his appointments with his scattered
flock. "Dead or alive, I will come
to
see you at such a time," he used to
sav
Once, to reach a certain point, he had
to travel fifty miles in frightful weather
through snow, and over ice that finally
broke beneath his feet, throwing
him into water up to his waist, after
which his clothesfroze upon him, and
he reached his destination nearly exhausted with fatigue. Naturally, his
people grew to love one who 90 loved
them, and was so self-forgetful for their
.sake.

"

_? booklet
"ABOUT OURSELVES that "_«everyone
interested in mining investments should read. It is
the condensation of a successful experiin
placing
milling
ence
stocks without a
loss to a single customer, and shows how any
question of loss can be eliminated and excessively
large profits made sure when proper Judgment Is
exercised In selection and common sense
business
methods followed. Mailed free on application
from those interested.

'

DOUGLAS, LAGEY & CO., Bankers & Brokers,
66

Broadway and 17 New Street.New York.
Western Branch, Chamber Commerce,Cleveland.O.
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Temperance.

A

FATHER MATHEW FEAST.

Editor Review:
Worthy of the warmest encouragement
BEER BRUTALIZES.
is the suggestion of " Demos " that the
For some years a decided inclin- 10th of October, the anniversary of the
ation has been apparent all over the saintly Apostle of Temperance, should be l
kept as a great day every year. What
country to give up the use of whisky mighty waves of beneficent influence
and other strong alcohol, using as a could be raised by such a course! Numsubstitutebeer andother compounds. bers of sober and devout persons would
This is evidently founded on the have their thoughts directed afresh to
idea that beer is not harmful, and the mighty evils of drink, and be aroused
to new efforts to check them. Numbers
contains a large amount of nutri- might be brought, for the first time in
ment ; also that bitters may have their lives, to know the merits of abstisome medicinal quality which will nence, the pledge and temperance work.
How encouraging to average, and apparneutralize the alcohol it conceals.
to
the
"These theories are without con- ently helpless, humanity be shown
mighty work the world does to the plain,
firmation in the observation of phy- uneloquent father of Father Mathew,"
"
sicians. The use of beer is found to William Martin. How suggestive and
produce a species of degeneration of encouraging the fact that William Martin
his vehement, absorball the organs; profound and de- himself was led into temperance
chancing enthusiasm for
deposits,
diminished cir- ing, at a hotel in Holyhead, onbyhis
ceptive fatty
way
culation,'_ conditions of congestion, to London, to And himself at dinner with
and perversion of functional activi- a gentleman who had broken offfrom the
ties, local inflammations of both the then universal use of some Intoxicant at
liver and kidneys, are constantly meals. 'Twas an instance of the " greatest of all powers, the power of refusing
present.
to do." The gentleman's earnest assurIntellectually, a stupor, amount- ance that he had been linding abstinence
ing almost to a paralysis, arrests the quite possible, and not hurtful in the
reason, changing all the higher facul- least but very serviceable, so impressed
ties into a mere animalism, sensual, the honest Quaker that he thought he,too,
selfish, sluggish, varied only with would give it a trial; and so started those
millions of pledges!
paroxysms of anger that are senseRev. Mautin Maiiony.
?

"
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MINISTER SAVED

Rev. Henry Langford entirely cured of Nervous Prostration by Dr. Greene's Nervura Blood

"

less and brutal.
" In appearance the beer drinker
may be the picture of health, but in
reality he is most incapable of resisting disease. A slight injury, a
severe cold, or a shock to the body
or mind will commonly provoke
acute disease, ending fatally. Compared with inebriates who use different kinds of alcohol, he is more incurable and more generally diseased.
The constant use of beer every day
gives the system no recuperation,
but steadily lowers the vital forces.
It is our observation that beer drinking in this country produces the
very lowestkind of inebriety,closely
to criminal insanity. The
ost dangerous ruffians in our large
cities are beer drinkers. Recourse
to beer as a substitute for other
forms of alcohol merely increases
the danger and fatality."?Scientific
American.

INTEMPERANCE IN SCOTLAND.

Apropos of the subject of the
relative drunkenness of the Irish,
Scotch and English populations, how
far the outside world has been misled as to the real facts by partizan
and prejudiced writers may be
guessed at but never fully realized
by people on this side of the ocean.
Recently we had the testimony of
Father Malone on what came under
his own observation as to the position Dublin occupies in respect to
sobriety among the people. Now we
have a companion picture respecting a city which always looks down
upon Dublin with a high Recksniftian
air of superiority in all things whatsoever. To the September number
of the Revue dcs Deux Mondes, M.
Roz contributes some impressions of
Scotland. He had hardly landed at
Leith, he says, before he noticed
the unmistakable signs of alcoholism
THE VOICE OF THE IRISH
in both young and old men, and he
BISHOPS.
is struck by the signs of a brutal
In warning their flocks against Anglo-Saxon civilization, totally
the drink evil, the bishops of Ireland lacking anything of the joyand symbear grateful testimony to the fact pathy of life. Arrived in Edinburgh
that the past few years have wit- he falls an easy victim to the charm
nessed a notable advance toward and historical associations of the
temperance among all sections of capital of Scotland. In the Canonthe Irish people. From a joint pas- gate he finds it necessary to walk
toral letter signed by the entire with care, for the street is full of
hierarchy, we quote these words: drunkards, women and even young
"It is the universal experience of girls intoxicated with whisky stagthe clergy and our own, that the gering about and even falling in the
extent to which drunkennessprevails street.
To this terrible picture
has been steadily reduced in recent we ourselves can add our own
years; and what is more important experiences as regards Glasgow
dozen years ago. Edinburgh
and more hopeful, that a sounder a
we have found a model of proand truer tone of public opinion has priety as compared with the great
grown up in reference to it." The city by the Clyde. We have been
bishops urge the clergy to establish in many of the great cities of the
temperance societies in the schools, world, but a sight equal to that to
be seen on a Saturday night in
and appeal to parents " to encour- Glasgow, in point of drunkenness
age their children at the time of and human degradation, we never
Confirmation to take apledge against elsewhere encountered.? Catholic
Standard and Times.
drink."? Aye Maria.

flied

EEV. HENRY LANGFORD.

Rev. Henry Langford, the eminent Baptist divine, of Weston, W. Va., has just escaped utter nervous and physical prostration. He is pastor of four churches.
" For ten
he said, " I have been nervous and growing worse all these years. During the last
our or five years I became so nervous I could scarcely sign my name so it could lie read.
I was so nervous that I could not read my own sermon notes after they had been laid aside
awhile.
my
" I was unable to hold my head steady in the pulpit, nor could I hold or handle
of my
books and papers without embarrassment, owing to the trembling and weaknessnervous
my
hands and arms. I was so nervous thatI could scarcely feed myself. In fact,
system was wrecked.
I tried many remedies recommended by physicians, hut found no permanentrelief.
One day I was in the store of K. S. Ogilen, at Sanlis, W. Va., and he said to me
"
You take two bottles of Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerveremedy, and if you say it
'don't
help you, you need not pay for it.'
two more
"I took two bottles of this medicine and found so much rehef that I bought
bottles, and now lam wonderfully improved in health and in strength. Dr. Greene's Nertruthfully
recommend it to the
vura blood and nerve remedy did it. I can heartily and
good
sick. Too much cannot be said in praise of this splendid medicine. I say this for the
by this remedy.
diseases
can
be
cured
sufferers
from
nervous
and
who
prostrating
of other
For myself, I am thankful to God that I found Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy, and for whatit has done for me."

?ears,"

'

:

DR. GREENE'S OFFER OF FREE ADVIOE.

Dr. Greene, Nervura's discoverer, will give his counsel free to all who
write or call upon him at his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, flass. His
advice is from his great skill and experience and will shorten the road to
health. Thousands come to him and write to him constantly. Do not put off
getting the right advice, if you are ill.

TEMPERANCE

A

NOTES.

and determined
reported in Germany

i'owerihl

movement is

should wish, too, that the occasions
of intemperance werereduced. The
multiplication of public houses out
of all proportion to any possible
needs of our people is a great
wrong ; and we anxiously desire to
see a considerable reduction in the
opportunities of drinking which are
thrown in the way of our working
men on Saturday nights and Sun-

against every species of alcoholic
liquors. Scientists, professors of
medicine, physicians, medical directors of hospitals, insane asylums
and prisons, and others whose calling obliges them to make a specialty
of social pathology, are concerned days."
in the movement. Germans are
learning, what Bismarck long ago
said, that " beer makes stupid."?
£fin3r
Morning Star.

JLaThe Boston Cooks Alliance I
OFFICIALLY RECOMMENDS

\u25a0

»

The Irish bishops call the public
houses "occasions of intemperance."
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Read what they say about them, and
Muaf Cream Tartar,
and Herbs as H-_i__.'st,fc !«'. j /
then make up your mind whether \tard
Stronglthe Purest. upon rUDEi ';.s?«\u25a0
and Best
you will believe the venerable Irish /eat
J:KM \
wt^r
I the market.
'"'
hierarchy on the one hand or the 1 Tell your erorr-r you HCk
*Xf"PrP MMI
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people who tell you that the drink #Iwant
aril i-d
packac. »
1
I ?'Slade's" ao d Like
1
traffic in Ireland is a very harmless \no
g
Pr
other.
I). & 1.. SLADE CO., BOSTON, MASS, f
1
affair indeed, on the other: "We
in
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AmoJO
nugst urselves.
CQUDUuTEO

BT

AUNT BlIOI

What does Aunt Bride think of
the short skirt which has suddenly
become the rage for street wear in
every large city in the land 'i Why,
Aunt Bride thinks it about the most
sensible fashion she ever heard of!
She wonders what her correspondent thinks of it. Aunt Bride never
could understand how women could
be such idiots as to drag four or rive
inches of trailing dress-goods over
the filthysidewalks. After an hour's
wear on the city streets they were
sure to be loaded with enough disease germs to fill a hospital. And
yes,
yet when they were in style,
Aunt Bride did as the others did,
she may as well own up. But she
really never hoped to see the present fashion in vogue in her day. It
seems too good to last, but the shirtwaist, the short skirt's twin for comfort and good sense, seems to have
a permanent hold, so we may have
hope. For the woman who goes
out to work every day, no matter
what the weather may be, there can
not possibly be a more suitable cos?

HACKED

tresses are much better.

The rooms
should be well ventilated. Allow
the windows and doors to remain
wide open for an hour or longer
every day, and drop the upper sash
a couple of inches at night. Hoys
under fourteen years of age need at
least nine hours' sleep. Don't allow
the boys to remain up late to study
or to do anything else, if they must
be up early in the morning. On
farms, boys are very often called so
early they do not get half enough
sleep, and as a consequence they
grow up weak, mentally and physically. In towns boys are allowed to
roam the streets when they ought to
be in bed. No boy under fourteen
ought to be allowed on the street
after dark. See that your boy has
warm feet when he goes to bed. He
can not sleep if his feet are cold.
Teach him to dip them in cold water
and rub them briskly with a coarse
towel. Don't let him go to bed hungry. A glass of milk or a piece of
bread and butter or an apple are all
he needs, however. Don't be afraid
to give a growing boy all the sleep
he wants. If he is ill, sleep is better
for him than doses of medicine.

HEART REVIEW.

'6Y6

Barrett, who became, through his own
exertions, not only a great actor, but
very exceptional, scholarly
attainments. Not every wearer of the
buskin who enacts Shakespearean roles
is necessarily a student of Shakespeare.
Barrett was an exception.
In Everybody's Magazine for November,
there is the conclusion of Stuart Robson's
" Fifty Years of My Life," in which the
author sketches briefly the life and character of Barrett, from which we quote
" Lawrence Barrett was born on April
14, 1838, and died March 20, 1891. He
was probably the most intellectual actor
known to the English-speaking stage.
He could scarcely read when he was
fourteen. His parents were poor and
had neither the means nor inclination to
give him an education. His first earnings were made as a bell-boy at a hotel.
Then he drifted to the theatre, and became in turn call-boy, prompter, actor.
At sixteen, owing to the illness of one of
the leading men, he played Cassius in
Julius Cii'sar,' one of the several parts
on which his fame securely rests. Mr.
Barrett has been called the Macready of
the American stage. There were many
points in the characters of the two traone

of

:

?

'

gedians to justify this view. His position as an actor is likely to be misunderstood by the future student of the contemporaneous stage. The diversity of
opinion in respect to the measure of his
merits was so pronounced during his
lifetime that a proper estimate of his
will be hard to reach. For some
to
sleep
with powershe
Don't allow children
reason
seemed to antagonize the writtume than the skirt which stops
old people. It may be a comfort to ers for the press, many of whom declared
short three or four inches from the
grandma to have the baby with her, his work to be pedantic, monotonous,
ground, a comfortable shirt-waist, but it is bad for baby. And don't and wanting in truth to nature.' Bara natty jacket and a simple outing
own opinion of himself was that
attempt to frighten a child into be- rett'swas
not an actor, but a theatrical
hat or toque. Made of heavy cloth
' he
are

"V7"OUR dealer in lampchimneys what does
he get for you ?
You can't be an expert in
chimneys; but this you can
do. Insist on Macbeth's
"pearl top" or "pearl glass"
whichever shape you require.
They are right in all those
ways ; and they do not break
from heat, not one in a hundred. Be willing to pay a
nickel more for them.
?

Our "Index" describes all lamps and their

proper chimneys. With it you can always order
the riyht size and shape of chimney for any lamp.
We mail it KRLE
Address

litering good. Many children
always looks ally terrorized into St. Vitus dance
well. Of course there are occasions
other nervous disorders. The
when this costume doesn't seem and
child of the present day is a
average
quite the appropriate thing. Unless
nervous animal, anyway.
fearfully
on a rainy day, it always seems a
You really can't tell what a severe
trifle too business-like for Sunday
fright may accomplish. The other
wear. Seen at a party it gives one
day a lad fell into the hands of the
a distinct shock, just as if the wearer
police,
and the justice threatened
had come in a bicycle costume, but
him with the gallows and the penithat may be prejudice, after all.
tentiary and various other terrors.
Yes, indeed; Aunt Bride is preHe was really only an excitable, mispared to stick up for the short skirt.
boy, not at all vicious. He
She expects it to add years to the chievous
was so frightened by the threats
working woman's life. More girls that he went into convulsions and
have taken cold from having wet
died. This was an extreme case,
skirts slapping against their ankles
but it is really dangerous to frighten
than from almost any other cause. a
child by telling him horrible stories
When you sit all day in a shop or office
of monsters which will get him if he
with your skirt damp around the
doesn't mend his ways. If you don't
bottom, you are taking risks of all
injure him physically you are quite
sorts of derangements which start
likely to make a coward of him.
from colds. Girls are very careless
When a child wakes up and screams
in these matters, Aunt Bride finds, in the middle of the night find out
and they really ought to be most
what horrible tale he has been readcareful. The short skirt will sive a
ing or some one has been telling
deal of trouble on account of

great

damp feet. Another custom which
is coming along with the short skirt
is the wearing of heavy-soled shoes.
High-heeled, thin kid shoes look altogether out of place with a heavy,
short skirt, so all the girls are getting shoes to correspond, and that's
another gain for health.

him."

Avnt Bride.

IrOishIf nterest.
IRISH ACTORS.

That there is a natural bent in the
Irish nature towards the stage is something that every observer recognizes.
Many of the great actors of the English
of Irish
The perplexed mother who has stage were Irish, or had a straingreatest
them. Macklin, the
in
blood
to
Aunt
sent some of her problems
Shylock of his time, or indeed perhaps
Bride for solution, may find some of any time, who in very truth presented
hints in the remarks which the docthe Jew that Shakespeare drew," was
tor
Domestic Circle " Irishman, his right name being Mc-

made before the
meeting of that interesting club. '? Where it is possible,"
she says, each boy should sleep
"
alone. Two cot beds are much to
be preferred to a large double bed
in which two sleep. Feather beds
are heating. Husk or straw matat a recent

an

Laughlin ; and even the great Garrick
in him
was indebted to the Irish blood
of the genius he
least,
at
some,
for

possessed.

stage is
The history of the American
Irish
the
art
of
of
examples
rich with
One of the
actors.
Irish-American
and
known, perhaps, is the late Laurence

best

elocutionist.'
"For a number of years Barrett and I
had houses adjoining at Cohasset. To
those who knew him well he was one of

the most fascinating men, but unfortunately for him, he was a man whom it
was necessary to know very well to know
at all. He had many enemies, and often
things were said about his acting that, I
think, were unfair, and that would never
have been said if it were not for his personal unpopularity.
"Shortly after his death, Booth asked
me why I considered Barret a great
actor. I told him that when Fechter
came to New York I was playing in Mr.
Forrest's company, and Fechter being
unmercifully ' roasted ' by the New York
critics, Forrest became very bitter and

sarcastic.

" 'There isn't a critic in New York
City,' said Mr. Forrest, ' with brains
enough to understand and appreciate
his art.'
You think he is a great actor,
then." I said.
" ' One of the greatest the world has
seen,' replied Mr. Forrest.
" ' What do you think constitutes a
great actor ? ' I asked.
"'A great actor is one who can play
three parts better than any one else can
play them,' was Mr. Forrest's reply.
" Booth agreed with me that, judged
by this standard, Barrett was indeed a
great actor.
Barrett was undoubtedly the most
scholarly actor of his day. It was a
broad scholarship, too, and he seemed
to have feeling for everything that was
beautiful in all the arts. He talked with
exquisite grace and ease on almost any
subject pertaining to the stage or literature, and, when animated through interest in his subject, was a brilliant
speaker.
" One night at a dinner in New York,
he was asked at the last moment to
take the place of Bourke Cockran. He
refused modestly, saying the honor was
too much; but when, at thelast moment,
Mr. Cockran did not appear, the toastmaster, much to Barrett's surprise,
introduced him. He stood up half
angrily to say that he was not prepared
to speak, much less to take the place of

the great orator, but he was given such
it was three minutes
before he could be beard then pointing
to a large picture of Thomas Moore in
the dining-hall, he said
" 'The Irishman who would be silent
before that picture,' etc., and what followed some of the leading men of this
country have declared to be a masterpiece of oratory."
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THE sAOHJfiI) HEAR! REVIEW
THE ANNUNCIATION.
BY LLOYD

MIFFLIN.

The radiant angel stands within her room.
She kneels ami listens; on her heaving

breast.
To still its llutterings, are her sweet hands
pressed,
The while his lips foretell her joyful doom.
Tears happy tears are rising, and a
bloom
Of maiden blushes clothes her that attest
The Rose she is. The haloed, heavenly
?

?

guest
Lingers upon his cloud of golden gloom,
lie gives to her the lily which he brings.

Each cherub in the aureole above
Where harpsunseen are pealing peace
?

anil

love
Smiles with delight, and very softly sings;
While over Mary's head, on whitest wings,
Hovers the presence of the Holy Dove.
?

BEFORE THE WIND.
It is a dark night, and the air is cold.
A dismal wind howls and whistles around
the street corners, making the windows
of the room where poor Mona lies upon
her bed of pain shake and rattle.
A sad-faced woman, tall and slender,
her well-worn dress hanging loosely
round her wasted form, moves softly
across the floor and pauses before her
husband, who crouches, shivering and
dejected, before the tire.
He looks up and their eyes meet. Then
bending, he presses his lips to her white
Angers with an expression of mute

despair.
"Courage," she whispers, "my poor
Brian. God is good. He will not try us
beyond our strength."
But the little one?my Mona. To see
her sutler?to know that she is slowly
dying for want of nourishment?is more
than I can bear."
And bowing his head he sobs aloud.
Something must be done."
" I have done all I can."
You must make one more effort.
See your brother and tell him all we suffer. He may not understand."
"He knows all," sighing heavily. "I
have written time after time. He must
have received my letters. Yet he makes
no sign."
Nevertheless, you must go to him."
But it cost money, and only a few
pence remain to us, sweetheart. Shall I
waste them on a useless errand? "
She turns and looks at Mona, who
tosses to and fro upon her pillow, and
the sight of the small face, white and
drawn with pain, wrings her heart with
anguish. Then her eyes wander on to two
bright, little golden heads reposing side
by side in peaceful contentment on a
mattress on the floor near the window.
" Happy for the moment," she murmurs, "? their hunger forgotten, dear
things, in sleip. Brian," catching his
hand, I have an idea. Your brother is
rich, but he is unmarried?childless. What
would he not give for a golden-hftired heir
like our John? "
Brian Devereux started and looked at
his wife with sad, inquiring eyes.
" Much, I daresay. But you would not,
could not, give up the child you love? "
She knelt down beside him and laid her
head upon his breast.
"'Tis a matter of life and death, dear
heart. To save Mona and Tessa and
John, I'd sacrifice much. With his uncle,"
a sob choked her,
John would be well
oft, would have advantages we can never
give him."
A moan from the suffering child made
the mother go quickly to her side.
What is it, sweetest? "
The little girl raised a pair of big,
brown eyes and fixed them imploringly
tn the pale, sad face bending over her.
oraDge,mother,l?l am so thirsty."
" An
Brian,"
Mrs. Devereux whispered,
"
,;
you heard? "
"Yes; she shall have it." And he
hurried away.
Very soonhe returned, and peeling the
orange, broke it into quarters, which he
laid one after the other between the
child's hot lips.
The cooling morsels soothed poor Mona.

"

"
"

"
"

"

"

"

She smiled gratefully, closed her weary
eyes, and lay back with a little sigh.
Brian Devereux stood watching her.
A struggle was going on within him.
Pride, fierce and strong, was battling
with love. To beg from his wealthy
brother, whose ways had never been his;
who, fortunate inbusiness, making money
easily, spent his days in riotous living,
drinking, betting and card-playing with
men like himself, who thought nothing
of their duty to God and paid scant heed
to His commandments; to ask any favor
of Sylvester Devereux would be a bitter
trial, and his whole nature revolted at the
thought. Yet his love for his children
urged him strongly to face the ordeal,
and plead for assistance as he had never
done before.
" He has only known prosperity," he
moaned. " We?not he?are like the dust
which the wind driveth from the face of
the earth. We are before the wind not
he!"
" Brian." His wife laid her hand on
his. "God is good. He will not allow us
to perish. But you must not shirk your
duty. In Our Lord's Name go to Sylvester
and ask his aid."
He turned and caught her in his arms,
ashamed of his momentary lapse of faith.
" If we are before the wind?not he?
'tis God's will ?so be it," he murmured.
Then bending towards his wife he said
" You are right, dearest. In God's
Name, I will go to Sylvester, and I will
take John with me."
Ten years before Brian Devereux had
angered his father by becoming a Catholic.
Henceforth you are no son of mine,''
the old man had said. "And you must
leave my house for ever. As the second
son you have a right to your mother's
portion, so you need not starve. Take
anything that may be yours and go. Live
how, and where you please. But never
darken my door again."
Sad at heart, though hoplDg his father
would one day relent, Brian left his home.
But old Devereux neither relented nor
forgave, and died without having seen or
spoken to his second son again.
At first things went well with Brian.
The income derived from his mother's
portion was fairly respectable. So he
took a studio in Dublin and set to work
as an artist. There was little money to
be made by painting in Ireland, but he
cared nothing for that. He loved his art
and had sufficient for his wants. Though
hardly ambitious, Brian dreamed often of
future success?told himself that he
would one day go to Rome, and after a
short time there make his mark, and become known as a great painter.
But before his dreams had taken a tangible shape he met Mave Riley and his
fate was sealed. He loved her at first
sight, and as she soon returned his aflection, they wereengaged and married within three months of their meeting.
Then Mona, Tessa, and John were born
in quick succession, and there was no
longer any question of Brian's going to
Rome. To stay at home and make ends
meet was all he could aspire to now. And
even that became more difficult as time
went on. He painted from morning till
night, selling pretty pictures of his exquisite children for a few shillings each
to an old Jew, who sold them in England
for five times their original price.
The small sums earned in this way
were of but little consequence where so
much was required, and, growing desperate, Brian rashly withdrew a large portion of his capital from a safe investment
and, hoping to make a fortune, speculated
in a big mining company. But, alas, this
dream was neverrealized. The company
failed, and he and his family were reduced
to a state of abject poverty.
Valiantly Brian and his wife struggled
on. She did a little sewing for the shops,
and he worked as he had never worked
before. It was a hard light, and then
when things seemed as bad as they could
be, little Mona fell ill. The doctor could
hardly tell what was wrong with her.
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"Good nourishment and fresh air
would do wonders for her," he said.
Without these he feared the worst.
Then Brian wrote to his brother, living
in ease and luxury at Glencairn. He wrote
and wrote again. But in vain. No help
was sent to him or his in their time of
need. Thus things went from bad to
worse, and so, as we have seen, yielding
to his wife's entreaties, he resolved to
sacrifice his pride and beg from his brother
at Glencairn.
So about 10 o'clock the following morning he took John by the hand and set out
hopefully. An easy drive of half an hour
in the electric tramcar took them across
Dublin, past Ball's Bridge, and down a
broad road running along by the sea and
commanding an exquisite view of the Bay
and the Hill of Howth on one side, Kingstown Harbor and big Bray Head, rising
dark and majestic against the sky, on the
other, to the front of Merrion avenue,
Blackrock.
" This is the nearest way to Glencairn,
sir," the conductor said to Brian, who sat
as in a dream, his eyes upon the sea.
Thank you," he replied. I?had for-

"

gotten. Come,

John."

"

And he stepped outof the car, the child
clinging to his hand.
The butler at Glencairn looked somewhat dubiously at the shabby visitor, and
was about to refuse him admission when
pretty golden-hairedJohn sprang into the
hall, saying:
" I hope Uncle Sylvester is in. I want
to see him so badly."
The man glanced at the beautiful boy
in astonishment.
I am Mr. Brian Devereux, and this is
my son. I wish to see Mr. Devereux at
once,"Brian said quickly. "Is he at home?"
way? "
" Yes, sir. Will you walk this
And he led him across a large square hall
into a handsome library.
Why don't we stay here with uncle
sometimes, papa? " questioned John, as
the butler went away. " This place is simply lovely."
" My dear child, yes. But?" footsteps,
The sound of approaching
the opening of the door startled him, and
he sprang forward with outstretched
hands.
" Sylvester! "
» Well? " Sylvester Devereux remarked
in a tone of bitter sarcasm as he stood
with folded arms beside the table. " So
you have returned at last to the home of
your ancestors. You have doubtless repented and seek?"
"I repent of nothing," cried Brian, reddening, but holding his head very high.
thank God I
" I became a Catholic; and ever.
Because
am a Catholic now and for
of my faith my father turned me out?"
That is ancient history. Why go
over it all now? But why are you so
shabby ? Is it part of your strange creed
to go about in a greasy old coat and wear
a hair shirt as a penance? "
Again the hot blood rushed over Brian's
pale, worn face.
Do not taunt and mock me, Sylvester.
?

"
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You know that lam poor," he cried. "I
have a wife and children, and lam all but

penniless."
"The story of a rolling stone"?contemptuously. " Look round and see how
differently I have managed my affairs. I
have doubled, trebled, quadrupled my
fortune, whilst you?"
" Pray say no more. I have been unfortunate. I am poor, so poor that for the
sake of my wife and little daughter, who
is ill for want of food, I come to you,
Sylvester, to implore the loan of a few
pounds that I may get what she rtquires
and save her life."
Sylvester shrugged his shoulders.
Just what I expected. Having squand"
ered your patrimony, you come whining
to me."
(Conclusion next week).

China and Class

Wedesire to call the attention of our
patrons to the following new subjects on
The Wedgwood Historical Plates.
No. 37 The House of the Seven Gables,
?

Salem, Mass.
No. 38?The Return of the Mayflower
(inscribed at the back).
" Casting it farewell look at the glimmering
sail of the Mayflower,
Distant but still in sight, and sinking below
the horizon."

(The Courtship of
Longfellow.

Myles Standish)

?

No. 39?The Birth of the American Flag.
Vignette in border showing
the Betsy Ross House, Philadelphia, in which the first
American flag was made
?

Accepted by Congress June

14, 1777.
No. 40?Longfellow's House, 184;!.
Built by Co). John Vassall, 1759.
Washington's Headquarters, 1770.
Owned by Craigie Family, 1793-1841.
once within these walls
" Once, oh! memory
oft recalls,
One whom
of
The father his country dwelt."

"

?Longfellow.

No. 41?Pilgrim Exiles.

"O strong hearts anil true! not one went
back inthe Mayflower,
No, not one looked back who had set his
hands to this ploughing."
The Courtship of Myles Standish)

"

?

Longfellow.

We can also supply the other 80 subjects previously advertised.

Thanksgiving China.
We have now ready the largest, most
valuable and comprehensive stock of
Dinner Sets and all requisites for the
table ever shown by us.
Table Glassware? every variety, from

the ordinary to the costly, cut crystal
glass full table services, or exquisite
?

presentation pieces.
We have also just landed a small lot of

Hungarian Faiencejornamental pieces
such as shown at the Parts Exposition,
which will interest lovers of unique pottery cabinet specimens. No two pieces
alike.
Purchasers who desire to select now,
when our stock is at its fullest, can have
the ware packed and held until date required for shipping. Inspection invited.
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PRACTICAL FASHIONS.
BY MARION A. MACBRIDE.

Lightweight clothing is the fashion
of the hour. The underclothing is
of fine, soft wool, fitting closely to
the body for warmth ; then full garments of fine material for additional
warmth in cold weather, the body
being fully protected by the underclothing worn, in wool or silk in
combination, or separate pieces.
Full skirts or bicycle trousers are
worn made of flannel, silk or ladies'
cloth. This style of dress distributes
the weight very evenly over the
body, allows freedom of motion, and
gives warmthand comfort. The modern gown, in the hands of a leading
dressmaker, becomes a treasure, for
the basis of a gown is the princess
form, made of fine lining material,

fitted perfectly. The lower border
of the skirt is finished with a full
ruffle, or clustered ruffles of narrow
ribbon, the skirt faced for one-half
yard above the ruffles with dress
material. The dress skirt is unlined, and worn over this princess
foundation.
For the waist, there is added a
vest front of silk or cloth, a fancy
belt, a bolero jacket, and one has a
beautiful gown
comfortable, not
extravagant, and yet the latest in
artistic beauty. A beautiful model
is in gray cashmere, the skirt of
silk, the overdress of cashmere in
the new " sunburst skirt," which is
pleated skirt, the
an accordion
pleats running the entire length of
the skirt from belt to hem, every
part falling in long lines. The vest
front is also pleated, and the silk
bolero has a border of cut steel on
velvet leaves, with sleeves pleated
to the elbow, beneath which are
undersleeves of gray chiffon, held at
the wrist by bands of velvet with
clasps of steel.
Another beautiful model is of
black taffeta?accordion pleated; the
waist is pleated, drawn in closely at
the belt, spreading at the shoulders,
where bands of baby ribbon and velvet of black catch the silk and hold
it firmly over the shoulder. For
this gown, a yoke and stock of
white silk are used, being worn over
the same princess underbody as a
lining. The decorations of this
black gown are coral, placed amid
the velvet baws of the shoulder and
at the heart of the large cluster velvet bow of the corsage. These corsage bows are made of narrow velvet ribbon, and the long ends fall
over the skirt nearly to the foot.
For exquisite gowns, there is the
new velour majestic, a shirred liberty satin, rich in tone, with a finish
that produces a silver sheen over the
surface with every passing light.
These goods light up very charmingly, showing in lighter tones than
when seen on the counter in broad
daylight. All large stores have a
room for showing evening goods by
artificial light, and while the electric
light preserves color perfectly, it
adds a softness to all colors, and in
the case of some peculiar finish, like
the liberty silks, or satins, there is a
lighter tone of the same color produced under artificial light.
The velour majestic comes in
violet, yellow, white, blue, pink and
?-

green, and is used for gowns or
waists. This material, while seem-

ingly frail, is perfectly adapted to
evening gowns, and is worn over
the princess form, made of heavy
silk.

Lace or velvet are the trimmings
used.
Cloth of gold" is a fact this

"
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year, the looms of our leading man-

ufacturers having produced marvels
of art, in wool and silk, where the
designs are wrought in gold thread.
White silk, with designs in gold
thread, is largely used for vests and

waists.
The newest belts are like spun
gold, with elaborate clasps of gold
plate, or mosaic. Gold thread is a
fancy of the hour, and a little touch
of it goes a long way.
Silk flannel brings us back to
eminently practical and very beautiful material. These goods are
wide and reasonable in price, make
pretty, comfortable, dressy waists,
and are very pretty for children's
dresses.
Adjustable trimmings are very
popular, and with a few good silk
dresses? one of black, another of
brown, and still another of gray,
one can make up many rare and
beautiful combinations, but the
standby is a good black silk of American make if you want a pure silk to
wear well, or a foreign silk if you
want a high finish. Silk goods
bought from our leading stores are
to be depended upon, if a purchaser
will not insist upon a heavy, stiff,
brilliant material at a low price.
Pure silk costs money, but it pays,
for the material is of value while a
scrap remains, and when a silk dress
has seen its best days it will answer for foundation and lining for a
generation to come. A good silk
will allow of crushing in the hand
and then smooth out under the hand
perfectly. A heavy silk which is
loaded with dye to give it body will
not return to its best form when released from a crushing in the hand.
There are plenty of good silks and
good woolens on the market; they
are not expensive, and they wear
well.

"
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Medical.
CATARACT.
Cataract is a disease of the crystalline lens of the eye, whereby its
transparency is more or less diminished and the sight correspondingly
impaired. The trouble occurs most
commonly as an accompaniment of
advancing years; but it is by no
means confined to the aged, for cataract is often seen in children, and
may even exist from birth.
The opacity may be in the lens
itself, or in the capsule which covers
it, and it may involve the entire
length and thickness of the lens, or
a part of it only.
It is often impossible to discover
the cause of a cataract, but it is usually some disturbance of nutrition,
such as rickets in the young, diabetes in the middle-aged, and the
normal failure of the nutritive processes in the old. The cause is sometimes a local one, such as a blow or
a puncture of the lens by a scrap of
iron filing or other minute body
thrown with force against the ball
of the eye. Eye-strain, resulting
from astigmatism or other imperfection of vision, which is allowed to
go uncorrected by glasses, is another
undoubted cause of cataract.
The early sympt6msof the trouble
are not very pronounced. There is
no pain, the pupil of the eye is not
cloudy, and the sight?in the case of
an old person
may even be improved at first, so that the patient is
often said facetiously to be renewing his youth and to be getting second sight.
Frequently one of the first things
noticed?and it is one which should
always suggest to a person past middle life the desirability of consulting
an oculist
is the seeing of two or
more images of an object when it is
?
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"I am so nervous aud wretched." "I feel as if I should
fly." How familiar these expressions are ! Little things
annoy you and make you irritable. You can't sleep, you are
unfit for ordinary duties, and are subject to dizziness.
That bearing-down sensation helps to make you feel

miserable.
You have backache and pains low down in the side, pain
in top of head, later on at the base of the brain.
Such a condition points unerringly to serious uterine
trouble.
If you- had written to Mrs. Pinkham when you first experienced impaired vitality, you would have been spared

these hours of awful suffering.
Happiness will be gone out of your life forever, my sister,
unless you act promptly. Procure Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound at once. It is absolutely sure to
help you. Then write to Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., if
there is anything about your case you do not understand.
You need not be afraid to tell her the things you could
not explain to the doctor?your letter is seen only by women
and is absolutely confidential. Mrs. Pinkham's vast experience with such troubles enables her to tell you just what is
best for you, and she will charge you nothing for her advice.
Mrs. Valentine Tells of Happy Results Accomplished by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Dear
Mrs.
Pinkham :?lt is withpleasure that [j
"
?^-? ??i
I mlil my testimonyto your list, hoping it may induce
St____
others to avail themselves of the benefitof your valgj KJX Ak
uable remedy. Before taking Lydia E. PinkS_th
liain's Vegetable Compound, 1 felt very bad
T|
.
was terribly nervousand tired, had sick headaches!
**_»*
no appetite, gnawing pain in stomach, pain in my
fflflf
back and right side, and so weak I could scarcely
JLgA
£/
\
stand. I was not able to do anything. Had sharp
jj
f|gl
pains all through my body. Before I had taken half
Jl
i*»
a bottle of your medicine, I found myself improvftET'______XT*^.
ing I continued its use until I had taken four
bottles, and felt so well that I did
not need to
4*ke an; more. lam like a new person, and your gjS |Y
W,
l
'asm III" I,__
;nv
always
medicine shall
have
praise."- Mrs W
P. Valentine, 566 Ferry Avenue, Camden, N. J. I MRSW.P.VAIENTIN_ |
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fart tnat »° me »w;cai
8%, >#_. _1% D __" *a.f Ann P,e°T Ieinhave
i? t0 the
horn lime to time
questioned
llMllir
If I" \u25a0« 11 XI I the°P genuineness.,!
the testimonial letters
IlkllnllU
we aro constant!*- publishing, we have
_,
H
H
deposited
with the National City Bank, of Lynn, Mass $^.000,
\u25a0 \u25a0
I
which will be paid to any person who can show that the above

ml

W?MJ

?

testimonial
not
was published before obtaining the
writer's special permission.?l/ydia B. Pinkham Medicine Co.
is

at with one eye.
Liter the sight grows dim, and if
the pupil is inspected, more or less
of its center is seen to have a milky
appearance. In most cases the patient can see best in a dim light, for
the pupil is then dilated and he sees
around the obstruction ; but sometimes when the change in the lens
begins at the edge, the sight is best
in a bright light, when the pupil is

looked

contracted.
The operation fcr

cataract is usu-

genuine, or

aiiy postponed until the process has
advanced to such a point that the
patient can just make out the light
of a candle across the room and the
swelling of the lens, which generally occurs at one stage, has subsided.
The most common operations are
"discission," by which the cataract
is broken up and absorbed, and extraction. The first of these is, as a
rule, more appropriate in the case
of a child, the second in the case of
an old person.? Youth's Cvmp ti.ion.
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aSnedsNonsense.

Ladies Wanted

Algy.

?
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Do you think he is fond of

her?

everywhere to act as agents for the
Sacred Heart Review and solicit
subscriptions. Good chance for the
right people. Generous jpercentage.
Applicants must be practical Catholics, and each must have a letter
from her pastor certifying to this
effect.

Crissie. ?It looks like it. He cleaned
her bicycle yesterday.
First Author. ?Does Scribbler know
much about literature?
Second Author.?Oh, yes ; he says it
doesn't pay.
Gayboy.?What have you

Review Publishing Company,
83 Otis Street,

East Cambridge, Mass.

16 November 10,

sacked heaet review
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Butlers in best families and all first class
cooks can tell you that soups.fish,meats,

-

_

o .to 5 ?_?*?»
z
43 ?« B
g <X
g to to a n X5S

S

agents-new

all day ?
Bighead.?Increasing my ignorance. a carefully aimed glance of farewell. "I
I have just read the latest historical die seeking your hand," and, tossiDg
his head proudly over his left shoulder
novel.
into her lap, he plunged into the pebbly
Inquisitive Relative.
Willie, what brook. She watched the frightened
floor do you live on in the apartment crocodiles settling down upon their
house in the big city ?
nests again, and then all was still, save
Willie (on a visit). Mamma says I the beatings of her ear drums and the
mustn't tell stories.
coarse bark of a nearby apple tree.
Tom's
Your 'Uncle
Cabin' seems
Wickwire.?Look here ! This is the
like a brand newplay."
fourth time this morning you have been
it
so
Eliza
up
;
"Of course we've fixed
price of a meal.
crosses theice on an automobile, chased in here asking for the
Yes, I am the abDismal Dawson.
by a lot of Boxers."
sent-mindedbeggar, don't ye know !
Barber. Shall I take a little of the
"That is the sunset my daughter
ends of your hair off, sir?
She studied painting abroad,
painted.
I
had
you
;
Customer. Yes
think
better take it off at the ends, unless you you know."
Friend. ?Ah! that explains it. I
can get it out of the middle.
never saw a sunset like that in this
Mr. Youngwife.?My dear! the bank country.
in which my money is deposited has
Tom.?You've been leaning against a
broken !
whitewashed fence, haven't you?
Mrs. Y.
What a mercy you've got
Dick. ?No ; why ?
your check-book at home, love!
"Your coat-tails are covered with white
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Worcester.

INCORPORATED MAY 15,1864

Deposits put upon Interest on the first
day of February, May, August and Novem-

ber.
HANK HOURS: 9to 4: Saturday, » to 1 and
8. R. HEY WOOD, President.
6 to 8.
C. M. BENT, Treasurer.

W. H. JOURDAN CO.,
Retail.
?Tie 016- |^ OAL
WHARCOAL
?

\u25a0

\u25a0

FIRE SAND, CLAY AND BRICK.
366 Main Street, Worcester, Mass

Organs
42g_>Ch.
tiff%fftM,
I

_

'

53 West Main Street,
MERIDEN, CONN.

The Best Bakery
IN THE CITY.
When you can buy the BEST
BREAD, PIES and CAKES
for the same money, why not

BUY YOST'S?

I

We make our own pies and
guarantee them THE BEST.
Our Quaker or New England
Bread THE BEST BREAD
for the money in the city.

Monthly Salary
$0033
*M
~

with expense**.
Men orWomen In represent tin in
their own state, to take charge of
wolicitors and attend to collections.
NO INVESTMENT REQUIRED. ThiH ma strictly bonu-lldr
11l
in |ir
IT INVOLVES
NO CANVASSING whatever. Expenses remitted
in advance and Hillary forwarded from headquarters.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.
Give
Address
references. Enclose bta m p
CO-OPERATIVE < «>.. Ii ;s Star Hide., CHICAGO.
_BIM

payable wefkly

???

mjj

.

Meneely Beu-Company
Taßv, n. '»* 1 r > nbw York.
Ist r»Va
M.nul.clU'*' Sup.flor
(g«WU CHURCH. CHIME, SCHOOL * OTH|_,

/ft.
[A-

The Three Successes of theYear:
Now in its eighth edition!

MY NEW CURATE.

By Rev. P. A. Sheehan, P.P.

12nao, cloth, illustrated, $1,50.

"

So full of observation, of insigbt, of del
icate pathos and flushing humor, that ho
ever once begins it w ill not. lay it down mi
read."? I'roviilence Journal.

.

.

8

MARLIER & CO., LIMITED,
?

?

r?o

WEAR A NICE HAT

Deafness Can Not Be Cured

YOST'S BAKERY,

"Why not?"
"He says it hurts his feelings to see
us waste time in which we might be
making more mistakes."

sitting where the meadow dust."
" 'Ah ! I'm going to call on Miss THE PEOPLE OF OUR PARISH.
grass was green beside a watery brook,
Her father, you know, keeps a
Pechy.
listening to the shrill twittering of the
By Lelia Hardin Bugg. Author of
That white dustis arsenic."
bulldog.
Correct Thing for Catholics."
timid crocodiles in their nests along the
" The
12mo, cloth, gilt top. $1,00.
shore. After some seconds of silence he
splendid
"A
book. Its principal ingredient
is .-..iiiiin.ii sense, its chief charm, candor.
leaned over and gently took her hand,
EvYiry page Is bright, witty anil insaying, as he tossed' it into the stream
teresting. "?Catho ie Tel cgraph.
"My dearest, last night I dreamed 1 met
WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE.
hook &
you walking in a Hour-strewn field and
By Christian Reid. Author of
munching a slice of watermelon as you
"Armine," " Carmela," "A Woman
walked. And when I came near, you
of Fortune," "The Land of the
ffi|W BOSTON, NEW YORK..
£
Sun," etc.
smiled upon me and tossed me three of
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO,
12mo, cloth, illustrated. $1,50.
the seeds. Tell me, was that a happy t- UiiflMriMain
"A novel of intensely sustained interest
Office Wona at Kendal Green, Maaa
beginning
from
you
;
omen do
to end."? The Review, St.
indeedlove me?"
"j yflmrhn s:i»* Lataat ImpnwMnuta, t-sir Meat* Louis.
She blushed and shyly dropped her
At all Booksellers, or sent postpaid by
eyes, and as he bent to pick them up,
MATERIALS AND TRIMMINGS
FOB
she said, suddenly finding her voice in
the lower pocket of her coat: "Algernon, Vestments and all kinds of Church Work'
CATHOLIC PUBLISHERS,
Albs, Surplices, Cinctures, Stoles,
this is no time to jest. 1 was warned
Rabbis, etc.
my
Surplices
for Altar
by
mail this morning that your heart
Cassocks and
173 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
and Choir Boys.
is false."
PATTERSON,
" Then you refuse my love ?" said he. THE MISSES
f^
1
18 Boylston Street, Boston.
" 'Tis true," she sobbed, hiding her
Room 12.
Take Elevator.
fair face under a near-by tree stump.
Orders by Mail will receive prompt attention
He knit his brow in silence for a moWmuwmwf^m
ment, then, biting off the yarn with his
___jia_nfc-LMt^
teeth, he placed the needles in his
pocket. "Adieu," said he, throwing her
They were

uo
tmMjff Hastings P

452 MAIN STREET.

" Our boss won't let us offer any excuses when we make mistakes."

?

:

People's Savings Bank,

'

gravy, game.salads and many other dishes
are given an appetising relish if flavored 1
X
with Lea & Perrins'sauce.
Sohs I
s/srvAT-unE _-^T-,
JohnDuncans
every
bottle. g_jZ-«.
or /mirar/ons.?Won
yokk.l^

?

|15 I

SAUCE

'

Beware

been doing

1900,

DOMINION LINE.

by local applications, as they can not reach

the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
Deafness is
by constitutional remedies.
caused by an inflamed condition of the
mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
the rewhen it is entirely closed Deafness is can
be
sult, and unless the Inflammation
its
nortaken out and this tube restored to
mal condition, hearing will be destroyed
forever: nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
can not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
jySold by Druggists, 76c.
Hall's FamilyPills are the best.
Jjaursreat Foundry

on Earth making

RfiQTnW QUEENSTOWN

DUO lUW LIVERPOOL
Fast Mail and Passenger Service
by the Twin-Screw8.8.

Commonwealth

And the problem of good dressing is Commonwealth sails Wed., Oct. 17, Nov. 14.
REDUCED RATES NOW IN FORCE.
half solved. Wear the finest suit of
clothes with a poor hat and your whole Saloon, $60 upwards; 2nd Saloon, $37.50 and
$40; Third Class at low rates.
appearanceis shabby.
We can fit you to a fashionable fall
Montreal, Quebec, Liverpool Service.
hat at a cost remarkably small when Vancouver, Oct. 20.
Dominion, Nov. 8.
Winter Rates?Saloon, $50; 2nd Cabin, $35.
you remember the style and service
Company's
Office,
77 State street.
you are getting.
RICHARDS, MILLS St CO., Man's Acta.

CHURCH BELLS _%% Prices
only. Terms, etc., free.
McSHANE BELL FOUNDRY, Baltlmora.Md.

Purest copper and tin

UURtS WHtflf Alt fI.TfAILS
Iff
CasT
fcaf Beat
Tastes Good. C*e W9

I-J

Cough Syrup.
In time.

Sulci by druggists.

g|

New England

(New) 13,000 Tons
11,600 Tona
New England sails Wed., Nov. 7, Dec. 5.

JftM,

$3' M

CHAS. STRATTON ft SON
Dealers in

& Lynch, BOOTS, SHOES andRUBBERS
Hamedon
171
Hanover St.,

Below Blackstone.

Open Evenings

77 Leverett St., Boston.
Lowest Prices for Solid Goods.

